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Abstract

This report summarizes the data from a comparative study of grades 2 and 5
P

mathenatics istruction and the use of Developing Mathematical Processes (DMP)

in IGE and non-IGE settings. These results are part of a five-phase evalua-

tion of the IGE 'system of elementary schooling. Use of DMP and reported

adoption of ICE were not found to be good indicators of instructional

patterns in mathematics.. At both grades, the instructional - emphasis was on

computation, with insufficient time alloCated to other Important areas of

mathematics, in. particular. problem solving at,grade 5. . Use of worksheets

exclusively was found to be ineffective for increasing achievement. Use of

manipulative material's was very effective for increasing achievement for:

some objectives.
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I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

1

This paper reports the results from one of two omparative studies

which' were a part of Phase IV of the Individually Gui ed Education (IGE):
%

r Evaluation Project. PhaSe IV was ode of five related phases comprising

an e'xtensive evaluation of IGE. This report summarizes the data from a
I

,
1

comparative study of mathematics instruction and 'the use of Developing

Mathematical Processes (DMP) in IGE and non-IGE settings. These results

I

should be seenas apart of a larger evaluation of the IGE system f-,blemen-
.

tary schooling.

An Overview of the Evaluation Project,

Through the combined efforts of the Wisconsin Research and Development

Center for Individualiied Schooling, the. University of Wisconsin IGE

Teacher Eddcation Project, the Kettering Foundation'(I/D/E/A), and IGE

coordinators.in 25 states, more than 2,000 elementary schools have aopted
1 ,

a systerri tailed Individually Guided Education

, The purpose of the IGE Evaluation Project, which began' in 1976, was

twofold. First, we intended ,to evaluate t IGE to gain a more comprehensive

view of the system's operation and effectiveness. Second,- we hoped to

identify which features contribute mOstj6 the success of reading and

mathematics instruction as a result of reform-change model, and to use

the findings to study larger theoretical issues about instructional

variables, 'curriculum planning, school change, etc..



The work of the project was 'separated into five phases. Phase I was

a large sample study which provided..basiC information about IGE:schooling.

Certain features of:IGE schooling were reputedly crucial to'IGE success,

and the purpose of Phase I was to examine the extent to whiCh those',

features had, been implemented tn1GE schools and to assess the'effectiver

ness of that implementation.." :Information was obtained from the staffs

approXim.7ttely 155 IGE schools using Self-report surveys and from students.

nsing:staridard paper-andpenCilinatrumentb. The data were intended :to
. -

provide -a-functional :-..underatanding-of:IGE. features-, processes, and out-

comes by relating a broad, scope of variables in .an interpretative-manner.

(Price, Janicki, & Romberg, 1980).

Phase II verified and extended-the s lf-report data gathered in

Phase I to anclude more fully the range of variables that determine

the process of schooling (Ironside & Conaway, 1979).

Phase III focused on the social meaning which emerges as IGE is

implemented on a day-to-day basis. The problem of understanding the

impict of educationarreform can-he_approached by viewing schools as

social institutions whose characteriatics shape and areshaped-by the

behaviors ofthearMembers. This focus allows usto'think of a School"
/

as a comPlex social arrange4ght consisting Ofunderlying patterns of

conduct whiCh channelthought-and aCtionwithin that,setting (PopkeWitz,

'TabaChnick, & Wehlage, in presS).

Phase IV was designed to examine 110W effectively the three curricular

programs (prereading reading;'and mathematics) developed-for IGE meet

theirobleOtaveeand to investigate the relatiOnship of'instructional

time and ".means of:instruct ion;to pupil Outcomes.



Finally, the..goal of Phase.N. is to synthesize the results of Phase I

thrOugh,IV'end tO-address the significant issues-in'contemporary schooling-

° . .,-

Taise&hy.the project as a Whole. Thus, each phase: of the evaluation' was

designed to complement and strengthen the validity of the data gathered

by the previous phases. For example, data on means of instruction,

gathered by the large-sample study. pf Phase I, was examined in somewhat

greater depth in fewer. schools by the:.Phase II studies. Phase

analysis developed a view of instruction-from : a different perspective.

Phase IlTeXiiiores-means-Ofinstruction-in7reading- and mathematics.

Phase V was designed to integrate and interpret the data from all the

preceding phases into a series of statements of the project's implications

for educational issues.

Individually Guided '-Education'-:

IGE is a complex sYstem based on' theoretic and pragmatic ideas about

schooling, children's learning, and the professional roles of school

staffs (Klausmeier, 1977). This system has seven components:

1. Multiunit organization

2. Instructional-programming for the individual student

3. Assessment and evaluation for educational decision making

\4. Curricular and instructional materials and activities for

each child's instructional program

1- community relations program

Facilitative environments Tor professional growth, and

Continuing research and development for system development



To relate these seven components; a, descriptive framework was

.,Adeveloped that considers outcomes of IGE as a function;.of bothAmSti.Ucr

tional means and the degree of implementation (Romberg, 1976).

types of variables were identified to guide the evaluation

Four

pupil and staff outcomes, means of instrUction, support systems, and

pupil and staff background. Figure 1ShOwS howthe foui types of

variables were related.

1. Pupil and staff outcomes,: and the extent to which these --:

outcomes have been attainedishoultr,bethe initial baSisOf

evaluation. Both'pupil and staff. outcomes

as being multivariate and multilevel.

are illustrated inTigure

n this Study, a set 'of curriculum

'specific pupil achievement scores in reading, was

2'. The instructional means of:formal schooling MUSt:be:4,SeconcL

basis for an evaluation of IGE. 'It, has been fashionable inevaltiation

circles to concentrate on ends or outcomes and to,ignorpthe means by

which they are reached. Reform movements, such as IGE,InVariably

attack the properties of means. To this extent judging the value of

the means is as important as assessing outcomes.

The means of instruction considered in the evaluation project

separated into three sets of activities based upon the operating char-

acteristics of IGE schools: staff activities of the Instructional

.Improvement COmmittee (IIC) and the:InStruttion and ReSearch'Units

(I & R Units),- activities:of the staff teacher both in:Cutritului

management and pupil interactions, and activities pupils related to

reading and mathematics instruction.
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3. Both pupil and staff backgrounds are shown influencing means -of

._instruction And.outComea.- Also, ataff'backgtound is n turn influenced, by

training in the support systems. For pupil background, both initial achieve--

- . .

ment and demography data were colleeted.,

4. The ue ree and manner in which su

'been incorporated and developed in a school must be judged. The seven

components of `IGE have evolved'as practical ways ofsupporting new

1instructional methods, which in turn Produce Aaaired pupil and staff

outcomes. It can'be'argued that the efficiencyof.an IGE school de-

penda-uPonthe components implemented and the'manner in which'they are

operating.

The supp_OyysyStems fotsan. IGE learning environment were sepatated:

into four categories as indicated:in Figure 1. The second category,

curricular materials compatible with instructional programming and

evaluation (IGE Component 4), Is Shown byidentifying the three major

curricular products developed_for_IGE,_the Wisconsin Design for Reading

Skill Development (WDRSD) (Otto 1977), Developing Mathematical Processes

(DMP)(Romberg, 1977), and the Pre-Reading Skills Program (PRS)

(Venezky & Pittelman; 1977). The functional relationships illustrated

in Figure 1 convey the following premises: .(a) the degree to which

IGE support systems have -beenimplemented, together with pupil and

staff backgrounds directly influences the means of instruction in

an IGE school; and (b).the means of instruction,

staff,backgrounds, account for

along with pupil and

pupil and staff oUtComes.

Although much has been written about the conceptual background

of IGE, no comprehensive picture now shows how IGE has been implemented

18
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.

in elementary schools. _Thus, th ICE Evaluation Project was designed

to gain a more comprehensive vieW,Of: the system's operation and

effectiveness. The desired outcome AS to identify which features

contribute most to the success of reading skills and mathematical'..

instruction as a result of individualized schooling.

Overview of Phase IV\

The intent of Phase IV was to describe in considerable detail the

actual operating characteristics of a sample of sohoo*whichwere

using curriculum materials designed to be:compatible witi-C,IGE. Phase IV

was restricted to the investigation of three groups of variables--pupil

outcomes, instructional time, and means of instruction--in ICE &ad.'

non -IGE'settings in which the Center'scurrAculum.programs as well.as'

alternative curriculum materials were being usech Pupil attainment

of program objectives is the main variable. The other two variables,

. ,

instructional time and means of instruction, are essential in explaining

7-'

and-understanding how the programs work and how objectives are atained.

These two variables are also important from a practical point of "new

.because they can be manipulated by teachers. Describing the use cf

each program in terms OfailoCeted time, engaged time, and instructional

activities provides concrete factors that teachers can work with (Webb &

Romberg, 1979).

In addition, instructional time was included because of recent

studies and reviews that stress its importance and its relationship to

pupil outcomes (Harnischfeger & Wiley,,-l'975; Rosenahilie, 1977; McDonald

& Elias, 1976; Fisher et al., 1975). As Harnischfeger and,Wiley state,

"All influences on pupil achievement must bemediated through.a



active and passive pursuit" (1975, p. 15). Certainly, there is

evidence to suggest that instructional time ie:an important

pupil pursuits.. Its use as a variable in Phase IV, then 'h

purposes. First, the amount of time duting which studente:die actively

engaged in learning when using one of the three prOgrams is a means of

describing how the .programs are being used The assumption is that the

*programs ShoUld maximize student engagement by attending to the

vidual's needs. Second, Phase IV provided an excelleUtOpPrtunity

to study in more detail the relationship of pupil outcomes to instrUc

enough

measure of

tional time.

_Iwsummary, the primary purposes of Phase IV were:-

1. to detetmine.Ahe degree to which:WDRSD,And-.Die Meettheir
goals of havingjtudentS master specified objeCtives and
skills -7----

2. to determine how time is allocated for
implementing WDRSD and Dle

to:.relate-IngtructiOnal time to the means
and mastery of content for WDRSD and DMP,

. for each CurticUlnm'pkogiam, WDRSD andMP-,to'.cOntraSt two
situations .77-IGEschoolsusing the:progrethwith::nOntIGE
schOole using-the:OtogrSM and IGE:SChoolg uSingtheprOgram

':with IGE schools using alternative prograMS-70:theVariables
Of pupil outcomes, instructional time, AnclmeafigOfinsttu6--
tion

Five studies, were conducted as part of Phase IV,:three'desCriptiVe

studies and two comparative studies. The desCriptiVe

small sample studieSs;deSigned to deSOkibe hoW the

studies were

DMP, WDRSD, and PRS weie'being used IGE, Schools. The

conducted Auring.thewinter and-spring of 1978 at

studies were

two. IGE schools

?f1



using DMP (Webb, Nerenz, Romberg, & SteWart 1980) two IGE:adh0OlS

using WDRSD-(Nerenz, Webb,.Romberg, & Stewart,

schools using PRS (Stewart,

comparative studies also focused

settings. This report is on the

Model for Phase IV

A structural model for predicting student achievement was developed

for Phase I (Price, Janicki, HoWard, Stewart, Buchanan, & Romberg, 1978)

from the three premises on which. IGE is' based:

on the use of WDRSD and DMP id. IGE

1. Certain organizational features make it more likely that
certain desirable instructional practices will occur. These
organizational features also make it more likely that the
staff will be satisfied with their jobs.

The use of certain-curriculum materials and associated
systems of information collection and record keeping makes

`it more likely that certain desirable instructional practices
will occur.

3.. Those instructional practices which are deemed desirable in
-,IGE make high student achievement more likely. They also
Make it more likely that desirable changes in other student
characteristics, such as self-perception and locusof control,
will occur.

Phase IV was designedto provide more detail bw,the;14s± two premises

posed.inJhase I, with specific - attention paid to means of instruction

and curriculum-relatedXstudenaAievement, T.4010-iodinii414'ent:

background inkormation.that each SchOoLiti the smaller Phase, sample

ight be related on several Signifidant dimenSiOns the findings o
7 \

,

the ger Phase I sample. Thua, some informatiOnwas ColleCted on
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five of the six school-Widevariables used in Phase I-General IMpiementa.-

tion of theintructional Programming. Model (IPM) IntraOrganizational

Structure (I0S), Procedures FCStering CoordinatiOn,and ImProVeMent of
:,.

the School Program (GM, Interorganiiational Relations (IoR) and .

General Staff.-Background (GSB). In phaae IV the-Program Use variables-77

. Curriculum- Implementation and TrOgramCustomizing-7inCludeclthe kinds

of information provided in the. Phase I curriculum-specific variables.-

More detailed information about claasroOmOroceduresand aChieveMent

outcomeswaS'also collected inThase IV. A ModelAepictinvthe PhaseIV:

variables and- the anticipated relationships is
4."

shown ln'Figure 2.

FOur groups of variables arehoWirl, in,Figure 2

curriculum program use;' claaproom activities,

_ .

- school :baCgrond

and pupil outcomes. As

stated above, the school variables, which were assessed through struc-

tured interviews with school staff, provide a link between the Phase IV

sample and the larger. Phase I sample. Curriculum-program use variables,
-. ,

also measured through structured InterViews, have Alinking.lunCilonto

Phase I and provide a deacriPtiVe baCkground for the measures

room procedures. These prOcedOres were; assessed

by teachers for selected students

of, class

through' logs

and through observations in theclass-

rooms; means of instruction and the use of instructional time are detailed

measures of how programs; are used in classrooMs anctrelatell directly to

pupil attainment of objectives. Pupil OUtcomes were s'PeCifiedin terms

of specified objectives Of DMP and were assessed through achievement

monitoring procedures..

22
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The DM' Program

In order to better understand the data gathering prodedures used

this Study; a brief introduction to'DeVeloping MAthematiCal Processes' (DMP)

(Romberg, Uhrvey, Moser, & Montgomery, 1974, 75, 76) may be helpful. DMP

is a total program of elementary mathematics for gradeaTk-6:developed:'.

to be compatible with the IGE instructional programming model It is.orga.-7

nized in the following way. Activities designed to promote attainment of

closely related objectives have been clustered-to form 90'topics. These

topics have been grouped, into purposes of organizing materials and
.,

. ,
.4.--14., . _ -u

facilitating continuous progress-of children. To. provid&for ease in

ing and storing materials, the units have. been divided into leVelsithai.h.

proximate one school .year of study. Table 3 indicates the organization of

the materials. The organization of Level 1 has been expanded to indicate'

the manner in which topics and activities are labeled for reference purposes.

Table 1

Organization of DMP by Unit, Level,-Topics, and ActiVities

UNIT

PRIMARY

I UNIT

LEVEL

evel K
Level 1
Level 2

LOWER evel 3
INTERMEDIATE

UP ER
INTERMEDIATE
UNIT

TOPICS

Topic 15
Topic 16

Topic 17

Level 4 ..

Level 5

eve, 6

Topic 28
Topic 27

ACTIVITIES

Activity 16A
Activity 168

Activity 16H



Thecomponents of DMP are resource manuals,: teacher's guides foreach:tOpic,

student booklets, and guides, printed and physical material kits, a preaSSeta

ment paCkage, topic inventories, and pupil performance records.

DMP approaches mathematics through the measurement of Attributes.'

major. content areas are problem solving, place value, attributes, measure

ment, additionandaubtraction, multiplication and division, fractions,

geometry, and statistics. An emphasis is placed on exploring relationships

between objects v-ing processes such as describing, classifying,

equalizing, j aeparating,,grouping, and partitioning.

ordering,

As, shown in - 1 ce-I, a sequence d issOecified, within

each topic. Alternate activities are included for students who need more.Work'

,

on, an objectiVe'or provide a variation, in instruction or challenging problems,

The activities are keyed to objectives. The topic inventories are used,to

assess mastery of the objectives for each topic. Instructional activitieg

include experiments, use of manipulatives, learning stations, games, stories,

discussions, worksheets', and.contests.



. .

$Oggesfed sequence chart fOr DMP Topic'23.- '(Adapted, from
Romberg,' Harve, Moser, & Montgomery, 1974.),.

.



II

DeSign of the IGE/DMP Comparative Study
. , J.

1

Details of-this-siudy of -mathematics- instruction in IGE'andnon7IGE:

schools are described in this chapter. Included are theresearch ques-

tions to be examined; _the basic design of the study including the
- _

sampling procedure used; how the data were collected,, aggregated; and

scaled; and the analysis plan.

Research Questions

As diSOUSsed dn.Chapter I, this study examined three primary

search questions.
4'

1..' What are the effectd on mathematicsAnStruction of using the

DMP mathematiOs prOgram inan IGE-and a non7IGE school environment?

To answerrhiS:quesiion, data were gatherecLfrom a stinipleOfiGi.
0

schools using DMPand a'similar sample of non....IGE schools,using the same

2. What are the effects. On mathematics instruction of using DMP'

and using other mathematics programs in the IGE school environment?

./1

To answer this question, data, from the sample of IGE-schooleusing

DMP used to answer questiOn 1 'and data from a s le of IGE schools

using,othermatheinatics programs were gathered.

figure 2?

What'are-the relaiionships between the variables presented in
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To answer this question, daa from the total sample of schools

used to examine the first two q4stions was utilized. The diagram

in Figure 2 could be considerep a structural design, path diagram,

or causal model. Ideally, if each of the variables specified

in the diagram was scaled, a/ set of structural equations corresponding

to the model could be written.. Then these equations could be'statis-

tically examined for their agreeMent with the data'cOlieCted in the

Phase IV study. Within the liMits imposed .by measurement error in the

procedures used to collect the data, thia:ApriroaCif:WOUI.Vtethe.:

theoretical model. Unfortunately, althoUgh.thiastrUCtUrAI'analYais.

was planned, it could not be carried out. The small number of cases

coupled with 'difficulty in scaling some variables (j.eadingtp:saVeral:,

separate variablesin particular, a larger set of student aChieveMentr

.variables)- and diaagreement on the existence (or non - existence) Of some

relationships .(patha):made Such an analysisimfeasible.-?

- stage multiple regression - analysis was Carriedout,':

Inatead two:-.

For, 'the first

.

stage,. student engaged times on content objeCtivea were uaecLas the

dependent variables anefthe'clagarooth activities, curriculum, and

school variables were entered as independent variablea: At the

second stage, atudent'achieVement scores were Uaed-aa the.dependent

variables and the studentpUrsuit:VariableaWare'then Addedto-the

other variables.

Operationally, there were_tbree problems associated',: with.''

these queitions First, reasonable samplea o achools. had to be

recruited for the study so that appropriate comparisons. could be



made., The sampling plan is'described later in, thischapter. Second

since the schools differed only. in " labels" for.theirAnstrUctiOnal:

environment (IGE or not) or their mathematics prograM(DMP,or not)

since we knew schools varied in their degiee of commitment:` and

of use with regard.to both IGE and DMp,:some data Were_needed to°

demonstrate that the labels reflected actual operational differences.

Third, we needed'to aggregate and scale the Vatiables associated with
6

mathethatics instruction. Details of-how this was done:folloWe in this_

chapter.

.The Basic Design of Mathematics Comparative Study

Data were gathered for this. Comparative Study froM October until.

May during the 1978-79 school year. As described, three types o schoOls

were included in the study:

1. IGE schools using-DM?

2- Non-IGE schools using DMP

3. IGE schools not using DMP

Data were collected only from, students in Grades2 and 5 and their teachers

in those schools. Data were collected by

objectiVea of DMP, observatiOas of speCific studentaduringthe mathematics

instructional period, teacher logs foT mathematitaAaStructiOn-of.Specific

stUdents, and questionnaire's whickSerVed as -thsbasisfer structure

interviews with

::Sample, DMP triads of schools were identified participate.::

in this study. Each triad was to have one school of each of the three

ypes. SchoolsWithin each triad,were matched according to location,

6 sg O
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socio-economic level, composition of student body, Size, and, for the

IGE schools,."IGE-ness." The same demographic Categories used in

Phase I (Price, et al.,.1978) were used to classify, the.

in which the schools were located:

_ .

1. Extreme rural-7coMmunity witha population under 3,500 where

most of the residents are farmers or farm workers_

2. Small plaCe--cOmmunity with a population of les! than 25,000

-- 3. Medium2City--citY-with population between 25,000 and400,000.:

4.: Main'bii city--community within the city liMitS:OUa

population over 200000-and not includeein:the high,Or

metro groups:

5. High metro - -area Lin city with a population Ireeter.thanj50,000.

_
where a high proportion of the residents are in ,progessional

or managerial, positions

Low metro - -area in city with-a population

where a high proportion of the:residents are Welfare
,
or not

regulirly employed

7. Urbawfringecommunity within the:metropolitanareaof

with a population:treater than200.000 outsiderhe CitYJimits

.
'.and thus not.in the high or low metro groups-:.:

The three triads of schools in the DMP study represented extreme' rural and

small place, medium city.and urbanJringe. One Medium.city IGE:!chool

withdrew study just prior to theTheginning of the

data collection.. Thus,:ytbe:medium city group was.reduceclro tWo:.!chools

an. IGE SchOO1 not using DMP and a non -IGE school Using bringing:the
- -

number of schools.in this study to eight.,
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Data collection. Four procedures were used to collect data from

second- and fifth-grade pupils and teachers in the eight schools.

Pupil outcomes were measured using an achievement monitoring

procedure with item sampling. The DMP program contains topics of

instruction related on the ICE instructional programming model (IPM).

Once a pupil has mastered the objectives of a topic, he or she is to be

'regrouped withthe other pupils with similar needs and given instruction

on a new topic. The instructional sequence of topics .should vary from

pupil to pupil. Because of this variation in the instruction

which pupils receive, an achievement monitoring procedure with tests

administered at eight points during the school year was chosen to provide

information on the attainment of objectives. Such a procedure is more

sensitive to the individualization of the programs than other designs,

such as pre- and posttesting.

The tests used An the IGE Descriptive Studies (Webb Romberg, 1979)

were refined for use in the Comparative Studies. The tests were compiled

by identifying 12 DMP objectives in Grade 2 and 14 DMP objectives for Grade

5. One to four items for each of the DMP objectives were then prepared to

form an item pool for each grade level..

tributed among four forrWusing

Items froM each13ool were did!':

an item, sampling technique. All achievemeni

monitoring test items were constructed in a multiple-choice format an

,used terminorogy which would be understood by pupils. n programs other

than the. curriculum under consideration.

The achievement monitoring tests were administered. eight times during

the school year. The.pupils at eith.grade level were divided at random

'into four groups and the:four test .forms" at-each leVel,Wererotated-among'
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the groups so that each group was given a different formof the test

for any two consecutive administrations and, over the:school year,. each

student took each form twice. The maximum time for any onetestingfor..

a student was 50 minutes.

A second testing procedure. was used to measure Achievement on three

specific math objectives at each of the two-grade levels at the eight

schools participating in the mathematics study. Domain-referenced tests

were administered three times--at test time 1 (0ctober), at:test time:4

(January), and. at test time 8 (May). This procedure was used in' order.t

test key objectives in more .detail and to provide -a,measureosfpUOil'out-.

comes on the general concepts and ideas associatedwith the Objective

domain as well as specific skills needed to Perform the individual iteMs-

For example, for the Grade .2 objective of counting objects in sets from

0-99,. the analysis of the' domain- referenced tests-provided.measures of

the ability of the group of pupils to count the.objects as well as the

pupils' spedifiC problems in counting objects grouped in different ways.

(e.g., by fives, sixes, and tens)..

For each of the three test times the domain-referenced tests were

administered, a see of ten items was randomlyichogentroM the specified

doimain.of items for each of the..thfee-objectives.for-the:grade.level,

items were open ended and required the pupils to'auppITthe answer in

All

order to Mlnitize guessing. The Ilarrip7pearlthan (1978)4irOcedure was used

one. representing:' the

domain difficUlty and the other representing diffidultywith the specific ~.

item. Also, since all students took the lama ' test's, thedomaih-referenced

to 'separate the item difficUlty:intotwqcfactOr6

tests can beused.i_9compare. the representativeness. of the; .outcomes of th



target students to the group from which they were,selected.' The testing

time for the domain-referenced tests was approxiMatelT40.minuteS. How

ever, results from these domain-referenced tests are not, included in this
\

analysiS.

Observations were carried out using the same system as in the \

Phase IV Descriptive Study (Webb & Romberg, 1979). Initially; six

target students were randomly identified,in the unit or class. The

target students Changed over the year, since in some IGE situations studentE

are regrouped periodicallY,,,makingit physically impossible to observe the

same six students. The target'students were. observed in sequenceusing

a time sampling procedure. The first student was observed for a moment

and his or, her activity was coded. Then the next target student was ob-

served.for a moment, and his or her activity coded. The procedure contihued.

Until all six target students had been observed,taking approximately 3

minutes.. Thirty seconds were; then taken, to record, #le major rOleot the

teacher(s) and general activites occurring in the classroom,. This cycle

was repeated, obserVing each targetstudent,insequenceand recording

general commentS during the time allodated;for:Work on 'the curriculum

program.

Seven major categOriesOfdata were coded:

General content...-time devoted:to other than the,Curricular

programbeini:ObServed:

2. Specificcontent-math' objeCtive or-reading;skill

. Pace--whetheror not the student is working, at his or her

.

own pace.

.

Grouping size of grOnp.Of:WhiChthestudent is:a-member:
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5. Materials - -the materials being used by the. student

6. Learner moves--student engagement or non - engagement

7. Interaction--persons with whom the student is interacting

and the'direction and fbcus of that interaction

The event occurring at that moment the target student `.was observed

was characterized by checking. subcategories under each of these main

categories. This observation system.Was used to provide measures of the

amount of time spent in general content areas such as waiting, transition,

and management and,, for specific content areas' 3n. measures of

the amount of time spent by students with different' types of engagement,*

The.Observers were trained to use the:'observationSystem in

four-day training workshop held in Madison in October 1978. Thefirs

day of the workshop was spent reviewing the'materialAandi.ProcedUres

used in-each of the programs and explaining the system. Theri

'

the observers spentthree,clays at a'sChooldoin&obserVationS And 41137-

Cussing the coding procedures. Percentageagreementon individual events

andAntercoder reliabilities on sums over events wereCalCUlated to

assess the level of profiCiency the ObserVerS had attained in Usingthe

observation procedures (Webb, 1979).'

was visited during the

n addition; a Sample of schools

year to check thelterCentage.agreement and

intercode reliability. Th&observers returned

session in February

for A two-day retraining

1979, most of WhiCh involved observations

schools tb check on the intercoder reliabilities.

in'

Teacher logs were kept bYthe teacherwho was reeriornaibIA

for the mathematics instruction:Of the students itv'the target: oPulatiOn

TheselOgs were kept.dAily for:six'to-eight students, including thOSe.
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students being observed, in order 'to obtain a measure of the total

time allocated to instruction on'specific objectives over.the inves-

tigation period. On the logs t, ,g recorded the amount of

instructional throe allocated to specific mathematics objectives, the`

group size, and type of materials used during instruction.

Interviews were conducted in each school by the observer for

that school with members-of the Grade 2 and Grade 5 instructional staff

and with the principal. Background information aboitt the, school, the

staff, and use of the mathematics curriculum products was obtained from

these interviews. The questionnaires used :as the basis for ,the inter-

views were developed from two sources: the Phase I survey instruments

and the curriculum developers' questionnaires about product use.

Instructional staff provided information about their own teaching

experience, how the curriculum product was used, and how-the-overall

instructional program was planned and carried out. Each principal de-

scribed the school's organization its relationship to other' educational

agencies, and some procedural. aspects of the school's ongoing operatiori.

Data Aggregation and Scaling

Literall millions of separate pieces of information were gathered

about mathematic instruction in the schools in this study. The aggregation

of this mass of data into scaled' variables was no easy task. The model

given in Figure 2-(Chap er q)--had'five general categories- -of-variables

(achool, curriculum

H_

cla'Ss, \Oom activities, student pursuits, and ptipil

performance). Then within ea 'category one, or more general variables

was specified (13 in all). , the actual number of variables into

which. the_fraw data was aggregated w considerabl more than 13 for
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four reasons. First, all classroom and performance data had to be

aggregated separately for Grades 2 and 5 in each school. Second for

some general variables (like means of instruction), Apetific sub-

categories (like pacing, grouping, materials, and interactions) had to

be considered as separate, variables. Third, AtUdentachievement in

mathemAtits was.. considered to be multidimensional.. 'Pupil performance:

on specified program objectives was gathered, which led to aggregation

of performance data into 23 general content,objectives.for mathematics

(11 at Grade 2 and 12 at Grade 5). However, the related time variables.

(allocated time, engaged time, and non-engaged time) were also ag,-

gxegated with respect to the same categories FoUrth, since data

were gathered at several points in time, all:Cf the data couldAlso

be aggregatedjn terms of when it-.was gathered..

The content aggregation,:for mathematics inAtructitn, was used

with the teacher logs, classroom observations, And, achieVeMent:monitor7.

.ing tests. The data were groUped for analysia:at threeprogressively

more.sp cific levels, the most incluSive being the content are followed.

by "general objective`; and the "specificicbjeCtive:.!' '

For purposes of this study we organized the matheMatical objectiVee.:

into eight content. areas:" Place Vaine and. NumeratiOn,qperations

numbers), Fractions, Decimal Fractions, Measurement, FrobleM Solving,

Gemetty,and.111pCellaneous. Within each Of these content areas et''each:

grade, fret one to three general objectives

present study.

were developed for the

The general bjettives were basedei:.ihe specific

jectives of DMP. It should be noted that while the same content areas

are used for'both grades the general and specific Objettive64iffer.
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The aggregations for Grades 2 and 5 .are as follows:: (See Nerenz &

Webb, 1980a, for details.)

Grade 2place value and 'numeration. The content area includes

.three general objectives: Writing Numbers, Inequalities, and Other

Place Value or Numeration. The Writing 'Numbers objective requires

students to-count the number of objects in a set and then write or

recognize the Appropriate numeral.

grouping, and expanded notations.

on ordering whole numbers, usually

Specifically, it includes compact,

The Inequalities objective focuses

in sets of three, using appropriate

symbols. Other Place Value or Numeration objectives include any other

objectives asking students to identify and specify place values, count,

or write the numerical value of sets of objectives or measurements.

Grade 2--Operations. The operations content area focubes on the

Manipulation of whole numbers using addition /subtraction or multiplication.
/

For each ofthese two general objectives, children were to solve ()Pen

sentences or to compute Sums; differences, or products given two or

more numbers to be added,- subtracted, or multipliech

in all computations ranged for 0 to 100.:.

The numbers used

Grade 2Fractions. This content area

require the student to understand the basic conceptof'a fraction.

and,its ,general objective

Specifically, children are to identifya fractional. part* f aset or
.,-

ared:aud.tOuse.fraCtiOns in =other eleMentar

Grade 2,-.Detimal Fractions. This teneralobjeCtive includes all

objectives that involve decimal fractions. The general objectiveis

not subdivided into specific objective, levels; since decimals are generaliy,

not taught at Grade 2.
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Grade 2 --Measurement. Measurement includes objectives that

. involve the assigning of a standard measure to a physical object or

picture. The two dimensions of measurement which are included in this

area are length and capacity..

Grade 2 Problem Solvinj. ThiS content area includes two obL.

jectives--Word PrOblems and Applications--in.whiA students were asked

to find the solution to a verbal or pictorial problem. Word problems

were stated in two or three units and could be solved by writing and

then solving a mathematical sentence. Word problems were mainly re-

stricted'to,one-step problems requiring the student to add or-subtract

two numbers. Unlike word problems, applications Problema require

the student to'apply and combine different computing skills and more than

one operation and step is generally necessary.

Grade 2geometry: Objectives concerning geometric shapes, movement

or direction on a grid, and.transfotmation of figures are'inCluded in this::.

general objective.

Grade 2Miscellaneous: This general-objective includes any ob-

jective that cannot be classified under:one of the other general ob-
.

jectives, such as time and money.

Grade 5 Place Aialue and Numeration. This content area includes

all objectiVes related tojaade value, counting With'whole numbers,

using different notational forms (compact, grouping, addekparided.notation)

and number theory (primes, odd, even, loWeat common denaMinator).

Grade 5Operations. The Operations content ared focuses,'on three::,

general objectivesi Addition /subtraction, Multiplication,

The objectives included, inthisi
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computational algorithms and recall basic facts. The objectives in -`:.

elude finding sums with numbers from 0-99,999, finding.the difference

\

of 3- to 5-digit numbers, finding products up to 999,999, and dividing \

. ,

.3 -digit numbers by 2-digit numbers.

Grade 5Fractions. The Fractions content area includes objectives

pertaining to fractions in a ratio form e. The content area is

divided into two general objectives. The Concept area includes general

understanding and representation of equivalent forms and ordering of

fractions. The Computes general objective includes solving addition,

subtraction, and multiplication sentences involving .fractions.

Grade 5 Tecimal Fractions. .The-Deciial Fractions content area',

involves fractions in decimal form. :The two general objectiVes focus

on concepts and computations with decimal fractions. The' Concept

general objective includes finding an equivalent. decimal form for common

fractions. The. Computes general objective includes finding th-e.produCt

of a whole number with a decimal, finding a sum of two or. decimal

numbers, and finding a difference using two decimal-numbers.

Grade 5Measurement. All objectives dealing with, measurement

(lengths, areas, and Volume's) are included under the general objective.

Grade 5Problem Solving. The Problem Solving content area in-

cludes objectives that are diVided into two general'. areas. .Word:

Problems require students to,SolveTroblems that are generally stated

in two or three lines and Whose;eolution Can be-found.bY writing.and..

then solving a sentence.,. Applicetione.reqUire students, to apply or

combine different cothputing skills-in solving.problthms and,.Usuallyy

reqUire more:than oneeperation or step.
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Grade 5'Geometry.- All objectives relating to geometry are
'

- classif ied 'under this Content.''area., including obj ectives;regarding!,_
, , -

geometric shapes, movement:or direction on 'a grid;' or thetransfprmatiom
, ,

of figures.

Grade 5 Miscellaneous. The miscellaneonss-content area
,:.

any objective that, cannot be 'classified under one of e-:.Other -conten

areas. The area is subdiVided at-'the specifiobjective',1eveliA.ut

two classes of objectives. Other Computations .inclUde objectives where:..
. . , . . . ' , ,;::.

'students are asked to compute averages or percentageth and to use -pro-
=

cesses which are not dire"CtI9' related to the objectives under the OperaaOn;
.

numerationcontent area Other Miscellaneous includes such bjeCtives as numeration

systeMs, nUmber theory, .'or graphs and tables:

Both log allocated time and observed .times -were aggregated.'

separately for each grade for 11 and 12.generalobjectives; and, then

reaggregated according to the eight content areas.., AChievement data,

however,- were gathered only on seven of the content .areas-,at each grade...
,. , "

. . , .

.(see Webb .& Nerenz, 1980b) . At Grade 2, -objectives,. for l-decima fraCtions

were not measured, and at Grade 5 objectives 'for place value and

numeration were not, measured. These. differences reflect the change in

emphasis in mathematiCs between Grades 2-and 5.

The potential number of variables is dramatically increased be

cause of the repeated measures design of' the study.. All pupil performance

data.were gathered eight times during the year, teacher:.logs were kept,

and classroom observations. occurred in all the periods2between test times

(see Figure 4) . Thus, eiglit'different sets of achievement data and.seven

different sets of :obaervational data were available, for'analysis.
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reasons, it was decided not .to analyze the data at this level

These reasons included lack of resources lack of support for,

distinctions between types schools (seeChaPter-IfihiWa failure

to discern meaningful patterns intheachievementAata' (Webb.erenz,,
, .

. .: -, : .. : . ; ' f .

1986b):, For this report, Only achieVement-data-frai:TesOiMe S:(adf:uSted:"

for Test.Time,1 differences) are presented.'

D

-

E F.

Test Test Test. Test. Test.
1 2 3 4

.May

Test Test Test
6 7 8

Figur:0,4. Observation:periods and test times for the study..

All the teacher 10g and tlasgrooM observation data were aggregated.

Over the-seven_obeervaiion periods into school year totals. AdMittedly

this'aggregationobscuares the fluttnations in contentemphasis that

occur during year. However, the patterns of emphasis(allocated times

to 'various general content bjectives) appear:not' to be associated

IGE or use of:DMP (Nerenz & Webb; 1980b).

,The actual variables used in this study_are as follows:

Student Achievement.ilesidnalized mean gain Scores,, (Test 8:ad-

justed for.differences on Test.1) were calculated for 14 variables at ,

Grade 2 and. 16 variables at Grade 5 (see Table .2) . .This set .of scores

fOr each:school appears in Appendix A.

,Student Pursuits. Time was used as'the nnit'fOr describing student_

with

pursuits.. The observed number of minutes coded for the

was used as the measure of. four categories of variables-

level: non-applied time, available, time, engaged time,

sample-of 'children

at each grade

and-non-engaged:
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Table 2

Student Achievement Variables for the,JCE/DMP-CaMparativeStud7

N

General ObjectiVe.- ...Grade 2.: Grade-,

01 Writing.Numbers

02 Inequalities

03 Other Place ValUe

or Numeration

Plice Value and Numeration 01+02+93

04 Addition/Subtraction -

05 Multiplication ,'

06 Division

Operations (Whole NuMbers)

127:: Concept

08 Tractions Computes.,

Fractions

09 Decimal Concept

10 Decimal' .Computes`

Decithal FractiOna

11 Measurethent

12 WoWProblems

13 Applications

Problem Solving

14 Geometry.

15 Miscellaneous

07

04+05+06,,

07+08

/ .

09+3.0;.

12+13 12+13

aS
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Non-applied time is that time within the designated skills period

spedt in activities which are unrelated to reading skills or to math.
, r.. . ,

This includes time spent in, transition, waiting, management, break,

other academic or nonacademic content area.. These six types ;of non-applied

time were aggregated into three Subvariables.: undirected time (transition,-

waiting),-superviSed time ,(management, break),anclother content (other_ .

academic or nonacademic.content)'for each grade

Available time equals the total amount of observed time less the

nonapplied'time and ihus'is that portion of the instructional period.

whith remains once undirected, supervised, and other content'time have

been subtracted. As indicated by theveriable name, it is the time

which is,ActuallyaVailable for _mathematics instruction. The total

minutes and percentages of available time were reported in terms of the

15 content:variables at each grade level.

Engaged time is that portion of the instructional period during-.

which etudents are actively involved in learning the particular content.

When 'summed, engaged time and its complement, non-engaged time, equal"

available time TOtal minutes and percentage of engagement or'non-
.

. .

engagement'are.reported'as,the aggregated variables for each of the

content categoriesfor-mathematicS at each grade level. In-creating

these variables, the threetypesof coded engaged student behavior

(engaged-writing, engaged-Oral, engaged-covert) were:aumthed. Similarly,

total non-engagement was created by summing the three categories of

non-engaged behavior ,(non-engaged writing,. non-engaged interim,non-

engaged off-task).

Classroom activities. Time was also used 'as the unit for describing'',

.
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classroom activities. There are two categories, of variables, allocated

time and means of instruction, and both were measured- usineteacher 18g

data' and observational data.,

Allocated time is the amount of time in'minutes WhiChi.S'designated
'

for instruction in mathematics; it rePresents'thejbtel amOuntof,plannea

instruction for, the 25 weeks. In each school, teachers recorded this

-information in logs. The time allocated-by these,logs was aggregated

into the content caiegories for mathematics at each grade level.

proportion of allallocated time was observed in each school. These

observations were used, to check the validity of the teacher's estimates

of allocated time

Means of instruction includes the teaching procedures and materials.

used to implement a curriculum program and convey subject matter to the

learner .7pour:tYpes of information were coded for each of.the content

categorieS at each:grade.

Pacing incluOdeither eelf7paced.activitiesor other-paced activitief

Pacing. correlated so highly withGroupingln, the:Descriptive StudY;no

separate data for Pacing was tabulated for this study (Nerenz, Webb,

_Romberg, & Stewart, 1980).

Grouping included one of three group sizes.on the teacher logs:

small group:( or fewer), and large group. On the obser-

vation forms, data on student groupings were coded into:One:of.four

categories: individual, pair, small group (fewer than 8), an&large group.

However, because pair and small group activities were rarely obtherved,

thesertwo-categories were combined,:resulting in the same three grouping-

categories:that were used on the teacher logs.
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'Materials used during instruction were recorded on the teacher logs

and the, obbervatians. On the teacher logs, four types of, material's were

considered: DMP, text or other curriculum series, teacher-made, and

other. Seven categories of materials were considered on the observation

forms: paper/pencil, manipulative, game, audiovisual; inted Material,,

other, and can't tell. Because very little time was Observed in,the

audiovisual, other, and can't tell categories, these
)

re aggregated into

a single subvariable. Manipulatives and games were also merged to form

single subvariable.

Interactions between the tatget'student and the teacherOther

adults, and other students were,recordedby theTbbserver. These categories

were combined into two :student.t teachet (or other adult):arid teacher
I , .,,

'(or other adult). to student.'..

.

Curriculum. Two variables were created to characterize the

the mathemaqcs program, DMP, in schools:

program customizing. Both are school variables estimated for each grade

use of

curriculum implementation and

level. Data came fram interviews with school staffs.

Curriculum implementation is a measure of the extent to whi DMP
411t

is used. To develap a curriculum implementation scale, points were given

fot use of DMP as the main program, the variety of materials which"t,rere,,...

used and the use of pupil performance cards. To deriVe a total score foi

each grade level,,scorea for each teacher were summed and an average' found':.

see Nerenzi Stewart, & Webb 1980 for details).

Program- Customizing is-a measure of alterations made to meet the

specific needs of individual students. Three aspects of customization

were measured: .adaptations-to children's instructional needs, provision.



for review and reinforceMent, and teacher develoOment of.materials.

.

Adaptation's-were defined-aschanges; additions,' andT&EIetiOna in the-

curriculum program, and two, facets of programuadaptations,were Considered-.
.

,

.

The first is whether the program is adapted to meet" instructionalcneeds.

The second is whether the existence of multiple inStruCtiOndI-programs

leads to duplication of'instruction. Points 'obtained for these' two re-

Sponses were summed for each teacher. proVisians'for,reVieW:and reinforce

ment:were Considered:to be an essential aspect of programdse; Points

were assignectif. provisions for reviewing objectives were reported. 'AlSo,H

4-
teacher, development. of materials was assigned one lcsint'if,a teacher

indicated preparation_of special materials.

SubsCores fOr customizing were summed for each 'teacher ind-aVerages,..

were calculated-for each grade level in:each school: Possible valdes

Stewart, &lebb, 1980).. .ranged from -3 to 9 (Nerenz,

School. As described-in the IGE tvaluatiOn,PiOjecti it was 'assumed:

that certain organizational features would' make, it' more likely that Certain-_

_-desirable instructional practices will occur (Romberg, 1976) Data related

to thiSOremige were OrganiZedjnto fiVe variables: Interorganizational,

Relations,Procedures Postering,Poordination andImprovement of the School

Program; Intraorganilational Structure,: General Implementation of the -'

Instructional Programming Model, and Teacher Experiences. These describe

in detail the organizational Structure-an -staff background in the'schOOl.

A sixth variable,-DeMographic Background, was also included aae description,

for each school.

Interorganizational,Relitions (IOR)._'This variable iS.a measure

of schoOl affiliationSand staff activities which'inyolVe persons and
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organizations outside of the school. Subscores were developed for

.:(a) school interactions. with' parents; (b) district suppoit'af the

curriculum program, and (c) Aistrict-,Widemeetings abOUtprograTOSsUeS_

and, for IGE schools only, membership in a regional group of IGE schools.;,:

Teacher scores were summed and averaged for a school score ranging from

0-6 points. Data on district support of the school's mathematics or

reading curriculum program were obtained from the principal's questionnaire

with a maximum of 3 points possible. All principals reported the frequency

f district-wide meetings focused on curricular issues; points were

allocated differently for IGE and non -IGE, schools, although each group

could receive a possible total of 3 points. An IOR total score is a

sum of thethree subsdores and`-has a possible range of from 0 to 12 points

(gerenz,'Webb,& Stewart, 1980)'.

Procedures Fostering Coordination and- Improvement of the School

Program 0300..ThiS variable is a measure of the school-wide procedures

.and,pradticw,which.-are:designedtopromOte continuity and refinement of

the overall school program. Scores for (a),release time forstaff planning

(b) orientation programs for new teachers, and (c) inservice procedures

were developed. A GOS:total Sdale was derived bysOniming the pOintsor

these three elements (ierenz,-Webb & Stewart, 1980).

,.Intraorganizational Structure' (MO.. This variable is a measure"

of:the sthoolis iniernal.organilation and the mechanics of its functioning.

Scores indicatethe extent to which students and,staffare organized into

.multiaged instructional units -and the'amount of time is. available fOr .

regulat meetings of-the school's governing body. Unit leaders indicated

how their school organization was best described': multigrade units, .



self-containedclassrooms with some team teaching and coordination

.within grade levels, or self-contained classrooms. ;Information was

also proyided by the principal' an.a.chart of,School'organization.: -All

points for reports of multigrade' units were develOped from,that',Chart.

On the organization chart, principals "reported grade range'Of Units o

teams, number of pupils per unit, and-number of Unite holding regular

weekly planning meetings.
.

An IOS'total score is,the sUmof the.school governance_and school'

organization subs coring yielding a school-wide IOSscore"of-up.to 29
\

points (Nerenz, Webb & Stewart, 1980).

General 'Implementation of the Instructional Programming Model (IPM).

This IPM ia'a measure of.the extent to which the school is organized:around

the following steps of the IGE model for Instructional Programming for

theIndividual Student:

the

-setting school -wide instructional objectives,

selecting a subset of objectiVes for childiedc,in eactiAinit

keeping amiusing records. of'assessment results

. planning ,for instruction, including Short-term:groUping procedures-

providing instruction, including variety in materials and in

:7.

assessing mastery of individual objectives

planning and evaluating: the overall instructional program

Scores were deYeloped by summing seven subscores, onejor each of-

seven-stepa-;-7-yielding a maxiMunur-of 120-1OintsNerenz4 Webb,-&- Stewart,'
1980).

Teacher-Exparience'(TE). This variable, isa_measure of..staff teachers!
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overall experience in education as well astheir experience in IGR\.

schools. Scale values were assumed for each teacher. Results were

then averaged yielding a school score ranging -from 1, to 5, points_(Neren

'Webb, & Stewart, 1980).

Demographic Background (DB). This variable provides-aAescription
.

of the student population of the school. This scale was derived from
':.

, ,

the National'AssesSment"Of Educational Progress (NAEP) which used seven

categories of size and type of community in reporting results. These

seven categories (see sampling section earlier) were used'to assess DB

in Phase I of/the IGE study and in Phase IV (Nereni,i, Webb, & Stewart, 1980).

'The Analysis Plan.

In of the research questiOns posed at the start of this

chapter and of the operational probipems faced in doing the study, a five-

:

step analysis plan was followed:.

Step 1-School Descriptions. Differences in the

istics among

operating character-,

the threetyOesof achOols(IGE DMP.,non-IGE'DMP, and

IGR-non-DMP) were anticipated topredict differences,in the .way instruction

time was used and iritutti predict etude:It performance on specific mathematic

objectivesAt this initial step'', the, choolS were to be described -in

terms of the school background and program use variables in order to

demonstrate that the labeled-differences (IGE or not, DMP or not) were-

reflected in operational differences. This analysis is presented in

Chapter III.

Step 2-Time Use Difference. The difference in how time was

allocated and used in each school at each of the two grade levels



(Grades 2 and 5) was then summarized. The analysis for Grade 2 is

presented,in Chapter IV and for Grade 5. in Chapter.V._

Step 3 -- Student Achievement Differences. The presentation of

differences in student achievement On each of the content- variables -for

each of the schools was next step, In'Chapter'VI mathematics per-

, formance for both Grade 2and Grade 5 is presented.

-Step 4-Predictive Analysis for Ingaged Time. It was planned that'

student on taak.behavior(as measured .by engaged time) for eachcontent,

Objective and area in this step would be used as a dependent variable

for aeckgrade level. However,. this regression analyses was not carried

i77;a final number of!participating schools made this analysis-un-

feasible. ,

A second set of regression:analyaes was planned and performed.

Here student performance on content objectives foreach grade was used

as the dependent variable and the student pursuits variables adde&tb

y of this analysis appears in



SchoOlS and',. How They Group

The study, design specified that triads of schools would comprise the

sample, Within each triad, schools were to represent the same demographic

setting, differing on use of DMP and on adoption of IGE. Thus, within

each triad, there was to be .one IGE schOol setilUgUSing DMPi one.IGE

school using an alternative prOgram,: and one non-IGE school using DMP.

After school opening in fall 1978, the medium city IGE School Using

DMP withdreW from the study. 1..emaining rriad's and schools in each'

of theSe--listed in'IGE/DMP, IGE/non- MP, and -non- IGE /DMP order7-are

as follows: extreme, rural,Schools 44v 0, 428 :and 904 Grade 2/905 Grade

5; urban Schools 593, 333, and 762; and medium city, Schools 421,'

and 906. DifferenCes in operating CharacteriStics among the three.

types of schools, background:variables 'were'anticipated'to predict

differences in"the Way, in:.which'idstructional'time was'used; time use,

in turn, was anticipated :to:predict student performance on objective -,

based assessments.

The schoOlS:are described by::type in thejollowing'section.. After,

-*-
the descriptions, scores on background, and program use variables arel)re-

:- sented and diSCussed,:

.SchoOl:440 is located in:.a:toWU of about 2000 people and: aeives

children from the town and its surrounding rural area. It is one of

39
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I.

threeeliEdiiia-ik-S-ChdolintheTldiStrict'and-had been 'a" DMP trial-school-

since the program's developmental stages. The program was implemented

it sequence, with the students, who began'with.DMP in kindergarten-con-.'

tinuing:withthe program during each successive' year. 'The 'school'has.

approximately students in each grade, K-6. The:four teachers who

were interviewei.each reported threetO six years of teaching experience.

Within grade levels, two ability groups that remained relatively

stable throughout the year were forthed'for math instruction, This

stability is increased by the fact that the same six students

were always grouped and observed together at each grade level for the

entire observation Period. With the exception of occasional student .

teachers, no one other than the teacher was involved in implementing

DMP. DMP topics were generally covered in-numerical sequence without

deletions. While both Grade 2 teachers and one Grade 5 teacher used

primarily DMP materials, including student guides, workbooks manipulatives,

and the resource manual, this teacher taught particular strands of DMP

straight through rather than cycling through all strands.

0

Grade 5 teacher supplemented the DMP program with a large number of

worksheets. dbservations were conducted of all teachers.

School 593 is located in a town

midwest metropOlitan area. Local small industries emploY.the majority

of workers in the town, so that its atmosphereis more that .o

small to medium city than that of a eaburban:community.. This pre

kindergarten,4rade 8 schOOl has 45 -50 students per grade and is the-

onlysChOoljn the distriCt.



Both chers who were interviewed reported having seven or more

years of teac ing experience; since School 593 organized. ifs.first7I4R,:

Unit in fall 1971, it .is passible that they and other teachers had

participated in nitial IGE implementation steps. They did not regroup

children accordin to the Instructional Programminvilodel; the principal,'

noted that student groups were baSed Ona-test administrated at the

beginning of ear and observation showed the Same six students

were always together.

SeCOnd-grade diagies were provided in an open area that also included
,

pre-kindergarten,Aindergarten, and first graders. BothelasseS partici=.

pated in testing, and, observations were conducted in one class that was

occasionally taught by a student teacher. Fifth -grade staff and students'

were in selfcontained ClassroomS separate from ,the rest of the school.

Jiowever, student's did mOveficim one area to another for both math'and
, .

reading instruction.. As at Grade 2, both fifth. grade classes -were

tested but observations Were.conducted in only one of the

IGE/non-DMP.'

.

fl

School 333 is in an area described as urban fringe, a suburb of a,

large midWest city. The:buildingllas two open areaS; one for each

Grades 1-4 and 4-6; the kindergarten area, is separate. There were

approxithately 60 students in each grade, and of the three 'teachers

interviewed, two reported seven or more years experience and one,

three to sil6rears.

At Grade "2 math was taught for 30 minutes each morning. The 'two

teachers sometimes. worked together with the entire. group of .children;',:
-- 2



although each also taught separately. One text/workbook series was the

basis for second-grade instruction and a large number of teacher-made

materials were also used. :The math program

based on sets of objectives defined for decimals, fractions, geometryl,

the beginning of the 50-minute instructional-multiplication, and'so on. At

period, children first checked in with an aide to see which area they were

to work in, then picked up the appropriate materialsAlthoUgh.each wOr.

area in the 4-6 unit was supervised by a teacher, this%teacherrarely

worked-with the entire group: Rather, individuals WerkedonHtheir `own,

getting help from the -teaCher.as needed or having:the

work. Once particular tetao- objectives were dempletedatudents:,moVed

where-they took ItheapPrepriate exam

for their objective and then.were immediately recycled into

another-learning area. Thus, even though the same six chil Tenwere

observed during the entire observation period, these six students were

always working on different skills. The math program: Wat truly:"indiVid

ualized" in the sense that each child .ptogrested-alene andwat-:SeldOM:

to a self-contained testing room

associated with a larger group of children.

School 421 is located in a medium city with an economy based on small

businesses and farming and with a medium-sized university. The school it

K -6, has,, been an: TOR sChbolsince 1969 .and:has approximately 60 students.

in each grade'. The relatively modern school buildinghata tentral.IMC'.

and self-contained 'claasrooma, as well as more open instructional areas

around the perimeter.. During the 19787-79school year, thet'wo fifth
-

grades were located in, self-contained rooms; however, the fifth-grade

..teacher decided not to participate in the study after the first few



days so no data were collected on these children.

The-58 second graders'were pert7-Of-the seCond community' or unit .

within the school and were grouped with first and third graders.

occupied two adjacent open instructional areas..

materials were used during instruction at Grade-2, And as ``evidenced some.`

regrouping did occur during the observation period.; SixteenObservations

were conducted during the study period. Target students were selected

from a group of 28 students reported by the principal

below aver

reported

g

to be average:or

The two second -grade teachers who were interviewed each

to six years of experience:i

School 428 is a K-4 school in a K-12 district located in a very

small rural community. Many of the town's adult residents commute to

larger towns 10-20 *ilea away or work on nearby' farmS Or inthe:toWn

one small industry. There is concern aboutthe deCliningelemeniary

enrollthent. The school has used IGE since 1971; math and\reading in-

-

struction follows an IGE model, and soCial studies is expected'to. Soon

\ . i. ./

be reorganized following ipg procedures. Staff 'stabilityisAlighwitli'
i

both fifth -grade

-the second grade

teachers reporting seVenormoreyears

feaCher.:three tc,six years.

experience and

In the 1<-2 unit, instruction was provided separately.'

by grade. For mathematics both second-grade ability groups were taught

by one teacher for nine weeks whilethe Other teacher instructed th

for .reading. 'The' twb--.:abi14.tYgroUPs used'

based' on, results of7-tesing. a

were changed from group, to gr0up

four ability groups formed

for Grade 2 mathematics instruction were

the beginning of Grade 1; few children

for math instruction chiringeither.Gede 1 or Grade 2,' n 5-8-

a
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unit, there are three potential fifth -grade teachers but only One was

observed. As at Grade '2, instruction was_generallyprovided in large

groups followed. by individual seatwork and as Showitby:the observation

records, studentswere'not frequently regrouped by skill needs within a

school .year or even across years.-

School 762 is, in a large western metropolitan area in a neighbO

hood. with a high proportion of adult residents .on welfareor not

employed; this is considered a Title I school. About 65%.of the students

were Chicano with most others being black or of another minority group,,
_ .;

The school was K-6 and'had about 80 students ineach grade. :Both 0.7'7-

the teachers who were interviewed reported three .to six years of-teaChing.

experience.

This school was the only one using -,DMP in the-school district and

both teachers' and administrators' attitudes towards the program were

"very positive. Manipulatxives and varied group sizes were used, with each

child's daily program.divicW into three sections--an individually

\
prepared seatwork assignment, a,, scomputation small group, and .a DMP

topic small group directed by the\teacher. DMP content was taught

\ .
in strands four days each week, and new students were pre-tested-to

determine their skill needs. Tests and obs'ervational data were obtained

in each of the Grade 2 classrooms; however, sinCe,the Grade 5 staff

declined to participate in the study, no Grade 5 data were collected.

----Schools 904 and 905 are elementary (Grades K-3) and intermediate

(Grades, 4-6) -schoorg71n-a.:county school system drawing on a mixed

socio-economic base near a larger, southernmetrOpOliten area; both:
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were Title I schools with fewer than 20% of the-students being black.

Each school had about 625 children. Because a bond issue had failech

classes were quite large and it was not anticipated that money would be

made available for needed expansion of the schools in the near future.

The second-grade teacher reported having seven or more years experience;

the fifth-grade teacher had taught only one full year prior to the.study.

The district had approved-DMP and_teachers could decide'which

program they wanted to use. Within a program, however, teachers were

issued materials for their grade only and thus were quite conscious

of the distinCtion between a'Grade 4-DMP topic, for instance, and a

Grade 5 DMP\topic. Although students were regrouped by.Skill needs

for reading instruction, they were not regrouped or cross-age grouped

for math. Manipulatives were used, especially at Grade 2, in which

DMP was the primary program. At Grade 5 DMP was used as a supplementary

program. One class was tested and observed at each grade.

School 906. is one of nine K-5 elementary Schools in a medium.city

that has both a large state university. and an automobile plant,: It

serves about 350 thildren. The school's neighborhood'has modest homes:.

.with about 20% of the children of non - white. heritage:- The district

textboOk committee had approved two mathematic6 curriculum programs,.

leaving pUrchase'decisionS to be made by school staffs. At School 906,`.

DMP had been used alone for three years. At Grade. 2, tests and Observations;

were conducted in one self - contained classroom of about:25StudentSi.

two fifth-grade teadhers team taught in a7larger area With.about -50.students
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Although students in this.group were regrouped by skill level across subject

areasi they were not regrouped. within a subject area; the math groups devel-

oped at the beginning of the year were not substantially altered during the

observation period. The same. six children were always observed.at both

Grade 2 and Grade 5. Since the.staff at this school did not participate'

in structured interviews, baCkground variable scores could not be

developed.

SCHOOL SCORES

Background variable Scores are shown in Table 3 for ,each sChOol

separately; averages for the three school typeSand the,total

also provided. The first four Variablen(I04 IOS GOS

IGE characteristics; the next two (TEXT' and BB) were included for dendripr:

tive purposes; the last'two represent program

IGE/DMP

Background variable scores for School 440were midrange relative both tc

other.schools in the study and to poSSible score values. The'IORsnore

6..25/12; GOS, 14.75/24.; IOS, 17/29; and IPM 52.75/120. For'DMP implementatit

'School 440 received 9 of 10 points; for program customizing, the school re-

'ceived a quite different of 6 points.

On three.of- .the four background,variables, School 593 scored high both.

relative tothe maximum possible score and relative to.other schools in the

study. The GOS score was 18/24; IOS, 26/29; and 10Ri.9/12. For use cif.the

IPM, in contrast; the score was 34/120, second lowest in.the study.

similar contrast emerged in the program use

plementation School 593 received the maximum 10 points;

zing, School 593 received 1 of 6 possible points, the second-lowest

scores; for extent of DMP imr

for program customir

-,

sCore1n
.



Table 3

Math Schools Background and Program Use Variable'Scores for Label Groups

hool TOR (12)a IOS (29)

(DMP

"i0 6.25 17.00
)3 9.00 26.00
in 7.62 21.50

-M) 1.38 4.50

'non -DMP

2 8.25 .. 27.00

!1 10.50 '\26.00

t 7.50 14.00
m 8.75 22.33
n) 1.27 '5.91

IGE/DMP

4 1.00 0.00
5 3.00 5.00
6 no questionnaires
n 3.33 6.67
n) 2.05 6.24

d Mean 6.44 16.25
n) 2.94 9.38

GOS (24) IPM (120)

14.75 52.75

18.00 391.00

16.38 45.88
1.63 6.88

TEXP (5)

4.00

5.00

4.50

.50

13.25 58.00 4.66
6.50 80.00 4.00

17.75 71.75 4.66
12.50 69.92 4.44
4.62 9.07 .31

2 6.00 15.00 15.00 77.00/

10.00 46.0
15.00 17.0

13.33 46.67

2.36 24.50

13.78 55.119

3.62 19.95
1

imum possible score is given in parentheses.

60

Scaled
DM (10)

DB
CUST (6)

2 9.00

6 10.00

4 9.50

2.00 .50

.50

1.00

.75

.25.

1.00

5 0 3.50
2 0 3.50

4.33 ,0 1.83

1.70 0 1.18

4.00 1 10.00
4.00 2 9.00
1.00 2 4.00

3.00 1.67 7.67

1.41 .47 2.62

3.92 3.25 5.25
1.16 1.92 4.44

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0

1.25

.87
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the study. Thus, School 539 M to have the overt Structural character-

istics of an IGE school but to provide instruction in a rigid mechanical

manner.

IGE/non-DMP

Background variable scores for School 333 was quite good for IOS

(27/29) and IOR (8.25/25/12), and moderate for GOS (13.25/24) and IPM

(58/120). These scores ranked first\i, third, fourth and fourth.in.the

study. 'On.Orogram customization, School 333, five others, scored

1 of 6 points.

1

School 421's GOS score was 6..50/24, lowest.in the DMP study. Scores.:

\

on the other three background variables were quite different: the IOS
1

score of 26/29 was second highest; both\the IOR score (10.5/12) and the

IPM score (80/120) were highest in the study. For program OustoMization,
, .

-
School 421 scored like six of the eight schools, 1 of 6 possible points.

Background variable scores for SchoO1 428 were midrange. for IOR

1

(7.5/12), GOS (10.75/24), and IOS (14/29); the IPM score was relatively

higher (71.75/120), and relatively closer to the highest score in the study.

For program customization, School 428 had a score'of 3.5 out of 6 possible

points, the highest in the DMP study.

Non-IGE/DMP

Background variable scores for School 762 varied from midrange for IOR

and IOS to high for GOS and IPM. On IOR the score was 6/12, sixth in the

study, and on IOS, 15/29 or fifth. On GOS, \e school'sacore was 15/18

and on IPM, 77/120; both of these scores were econd highest': School 762



obtained the maximum 10 points'for DMP implementation. For program

Customization, the schools' score was 1/6 like that of fi-Veothers in

the study.

On the three background,variables that reflect.school-wide and district.-

wide characteristics, Schools 904 (grade 2) and 905 (grade 5) had similar

scores with School 905 higher than 904. The schodis differed more.and

904 had higher scores than 905 on two instructional variables, use of

the IPM and extent of DMP implementation. Both Schools 904 and 905, as

well as four others in the study, had low scores on program customizing..

DISCUSSION

For both'GOS and IPM, the non-IGE schools, averaged slightly above one

of the grOups of ICE schools and had xanges that overlapped those of both .

groups of IGE schools. The,overlap nlso occurred with one group of ,IGE

sc 6ols on IOS and nearly occurred on IOR, although the non=IGE schools

averaged -,much lower than IGE schools. on these variables, Thus. for:these

IGE-related scores, the label IGE school was not useful ingroUping schools._

'Rather than reject the idea that in schools with similar operating characH-

teristics instructional time was used in similar ways and student performance

outcomes were similar, we subiitted the backgrOund.variable.scores_to a

cluster analysiS.

1
IGE was not developed or disseminated as a simpleneW-idea.'1. Rather.

IGE is a synthesis of manyexiSting ideas, which, implemented''. together,

represent a comprehensiye alternative to traditional schOoling.,

ad4itioriAl informatiOnviKlausmeIer, 19774 It-r.41i0t-eUrprisingthen,-,

that schools not:selfInbeled IGE:haVe'CharacteristicSithat one:woUld,exiieCt

Im an IGESChOol,.
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CLUSTER ANALYSIS

This analysis'groups cases, in this instance schools, into pairs,

triplets, and so on. The basis for grouping is the scores on the

variables. Grouping continues until all cases are combined; at each

Step, the school added to a cluster is the one with'variable score's

least different from the variable scores of the existing cluSter. The

particular program used was,P2M,'cluster analysis of cases (April-1977

revision), from the Biomedical Computer Program series developed'at the

Health Sciences Computing Facility, UCLA. :Euclidean distance was the

measure used; all variable scores were standaidized:
,

Two cluster. analyses were carried out. The first used only background

variables (I0E, i0S, GOS, IPM, TEXP, and scaled DB)./.[For, the second

analysis, the two program use variables were added!: Results of both

analyses- are shown in Figure 5. Schools 440 and 762 clustered in both

analyses with an amalgamated (combined) distance of approximately 1.5.

In the analysis with background:variables only, school 428.wasadded to

that:cluster with a slight addition to combineddistance
.

And sChools 333

and 593 clustered with a combined distance of 1.555; no other combinations

with a distance less than 2.0 were formed. In the analysis Using both

background and program use.variables, different clusters were formed

with mUch greater distances.

Because the study design included piediction from background ,

variables, the results of the first analysis were used to specify one

cluster of three schools, one pair of schools, and three outliers,

Averages for the clusters are shown in Table 4; scores for the school's

.

are repeated from Table 3 toA)ermit:study results:.



Amalgamated
distance

1.458

1.532

1.599

2.935

SchoolS\

333 593 440 762

Background variables

..

Amalgamated-
421 593 904 762 440. 428 905distance 333

51

428 ,421 905 '904

Schools

1.569

2.338

3.008

3.378

Background and program use variables

Figure 5. Cluster groups and distances.



Table4

Mathematics Schools Background and Program Use Variable' Scores for Cluster Groups

1 IOR (12)a IOS (29) GOS (24) IPM (120) \\TEXP (5)

MP.

7.50 14.00 17.75 71.75 4:66

a
6.25

6.00

17.00

15.00 ,

14.75

15.00------,,

52.75

77.00

4.00

4.00\

6.58 15.33 15.83 67.17 4.22 \

) .66 1.25 1.T62 10.42 .31

on-DMP .

8.25 27.00 13.25 58.00 4.66

9.00 26.00 18.00 39.00 5.00

8.63 26.50 15.63 48.50 4.83

) .38 .50 2.38 9.50 .17

b
10.50 26.00 6:50 80.00 4.00

1.00 0 . 10:00 46.00 4.00

5.00 5.00 15.00. 17.00 1.00

Mean 6.44 16.25 13.78 55.19 3.92

2.94 9.38 .3.62 19.95 1.16

Scaled
IMPL (10) CUST (6)

DB

2 0 3.50

2 9.00 .50

1 10.00 1.00

1.67 6.33, 1.67

.47 4.50 1.31

mum possible score is given in parentheses.

Grade ,2 participated.

Grade 5 narticipated.

0 1.00

10.00 1.00

5.00 ° 1.00

5.00 0 ,

0. 1.00,

9.00 1.00

2 \ 4.00 1.00

\5

.253.25 1.25

1.92 4\.44 .87
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The three schools in the -cluster average low on IOR, 'IOS, and

DB relative to the pair of-schOols and high on IPM. The two grOups are

not differentiated on GOS scores. Average scores on-IPM are quite

different for the two groups, although there is some overlap. School

421.resembles the pair of schools on IOR, IOS, and DB but has a GOS

score much lower than any other school in the'study and has the,highest

IPM score. Schools 904 and 905 are the elementary and intermediate

schools in one rural district; scores from Schoo1,904 will enter into

the Grade.2 analysis and scores from School 905, the Grade 5 analysis,

These two schools are much lower than all others on IOR and' IOS and

1oWer than most on GOS: School 904 is fairly lqw on IPM; while School

905 is by far the lowest in the study.

In considering the utility of these school groups, it is useful

to review what -the variable scores measure.' DB is purely descriptive.

IOS is a measure of the paper organization of the.school rather.than the

0
actual operation; for example, IOS scores reflect, in part, whether

staff and students are organized in mbltigraded units rather than

whether instruction is' provided to mult,igrade& groups of students,:

Three school features are represented in the IOR scores:

tatiqn/participation, district support for the school's-reading program,

and regularly' scheduled meetings with representation 9f other schools.

1PM scores are a sum of seven scores, each representing: the school'
'

.

implementation of one step of the IPM,'as follows: 1 setting'schooligid&:.:

instructional objectives, selectin&,a_subset of those:objectives for

students in teacher's instructional units, 3 assessing to
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studentS instructional needs, 4' planning instruCtiOnaprograms based

on thoSe needs ;'5 providing instruction-with variations reflecting

both instructional' needs and'learning.styles,'6. reassessing to determine

effects of instruction, 'and 7- feedback and recyclingto' the ,nextinstrnc-,-

tional objective. Variations in IPM total' scores ,ieOltedjromAifferencee

in various subscorei within .:And across groups.

ScoresOn the GOS, which primarily'distinguishecroutliersfroM

eChools in grOupsreflect the, quality of new teacher orientation (in-

. ,

'schoolei:that,haVe appreciable teacher turnover); the extent of inservice

opportunities;,,and; with half the weight the previous two features,

the amount of:release time-for instructional planning.

Thus, thedifference between two grOupein IOR scores appears to

be the only impOrtant'consistent difference.' It is :insUfficient-to

justify analysis, by cluster. /Therefore,, analysis based on background

and program nse variables'will includeseven different

and five schools at Grade 5.

schools at Grade.''

CONCLUSIONS,

Examination of the background and 'variabl,e scores inaicates that

:the original hypothesis, that difnces'in background variables.
- °

types of schools` would be useful )redictin,

0

time use,' means of

instruction, and pupil performance, is not sensible to test. The labels

IGE school and DMP user to ClassifY schools,:'but.,by .intent rather. than

by actual, operation.
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Time Use Grade'

Tilthe allocated to mathematics ins rUction,:theamountof time

ded to spend on,vailons mathematics topics, is a,gross

portunity to learn.'Th number of hours allocated
.w.

Cates the relative rtance of mathematics in the

elementary urriculum at various schools. Broken down by objective,

allocated: ime infoims us about t i focus of instruction at various

schools. However, not all of thel:time alloCated to:a particular

curricula area is active learnig time for the students. 4,portion
,.-

of the t'm , usually quite smal , is not applied to the planned

topic; d ring this time, studen s might be making the transition

from the 'previous subject, participating in classroom management

activitie , or working on oth4 content. During the remaining time,

that avail ble for instructio in the content area, all students

are not al ya engaged in th instructional activities; some may .

be passing o t papers, :waiting for assistance, or simply not paying

attention.

In this c apter, first discussed as it was allocated to

N xt observed time is discussed as a pro-the, general obj ctives.

portion log a located

discussed as prop rtions

are presented abou vari

ime. available.anti engaged time are then,

observed 'allocated time. _Finally data

les representing,the instructional process:

70
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use of three grouping patterns, use of

materials, and' the-relative amount

h different types of

and origin of talk in the classroom.

SummarY tables in this chapter,are derived from data given by'

Nerenz and. Webb .(1980b)- and Webb and-Neren1980a

tables are arranged .by label group (IGE/DMP;'IGE/non-LD

he.

non- IGE /DMP) with cluster group indicated bY Vfor:the triplet Of'

school s, P for the pair of ,'schools, and -- (dash). far t e.three outliers.

Allocated Time

The total hours of mathematics instruction per child and the

assignment of those hours to the 11 general objeCtives are given in

Table 5. Overall, hOurs allocated during the 25week study

ranged from just over 40 at School 333 to over 90 at Schools 593

and 906. Clearly, addition and.subtraction of whole ;numbers (04)

is the heart of the second-grade mathematics program, regardless

f curriculum program used. At.the DMP schools, writing numbers

(01).and.word problems (12) both had a substantiar:prOportion of

time allocated. At the non-IGE/DMP schools, over 10% Of the time

was allocated to fractions. (07). At the various schools, different

general objeCtives had been.identified for additiOnal emphasis:

geometry (14) at'Schools 440. and 762; miscellaneouS topics (15)

at Schools 593, 428,421, and 333; and other placeValue (03)

also at School 421. At School 906, time was allOCated to only

seven of the eleven general objectiVes; atiother schools, time was

allocated to nine oi'more of the objectives.
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Table 5

Grade 2 Average Allocated Hours of Math Skills Instruction per Child

Over the Total Study Period

General Objective

Other place Addition

CLUSTER Numbers ities numeratiOn Subtraction :plication Tractions . ment -.Problems cations Geometry
*,Hiscelr:.

Writing Inequal- valne or and 1 'Multi- Measurer :, Word -,:;,,Appli.'/,
TOTAL.

... 'llinfouaHOURS01 02 03 i 04 , 05 11 -;..1.2
' -."..f13.-: .:;H:14 '::'",f.J5,'":Hours 2 Hours 2 Hours j2 Hours 2 Hours 2 Hours 2 Hours 2 Hours :':1

.

hoore' -1-Hours', 2 Hours

T 18.7 31

P 14.2 15

16.5 21

T 3.2 7

.3 1

P .3 1,

1.3 3

1.8 5 .5 1 12.2 20
1.0 1 1.8 2 39.0 42
1.4 2 1.2 1 25.6 33

3.9 8 1.5 3 22.2 47 1.4 3 .5 1 2.3 5 1.2 -- 1.6 3 8.1 19 46.9
+

..0 0 9.3 17 24.7 45 .5 1 3.8 7 3.1 6 .7 1 .9 2 1.9 3 9.4 I.,' 54.6
+

.2 0 1.8 4 26,5 64 2.3 6 2.3 6 1.7 4 -- -- -- 2.4 6 3.7 9 41.21.4 3 4.2 9 24.5 51 1.4 3 2.2 5 2.4 5 .6 .3 1 2.0 4 7.4 16 "47.6

4.8.10 3.3 7 -- -- 21.8 44 -- 5.4 11 .1 0
+

9.6 19 .8 2 2.1 4 1.7 3 49.610.2 11 5.3 6 26.4 29 -- 9.7 11 -- -- 34.5 38 3.6 4 2.0 2 -- -- 91.7T 5.6 9 1.7 3 .4 1 21.6 36 2.5 4 8.3 14 -- -- 9.9 17 .6.6 11 6.6 41 3.2 5 59.8'6.9 10 3.4 -5 .1 0
+

23.3 35 +
.8 1 7.8 12 .0 0 18.0 27 3.7 5 3.6 5 1.6 2 67.0

9.2 16. 2.5 4 .8 1 18.7 33 1.3 2 3.2 6' 1.8 3 8.7 16 5-0 9 55.97.3 11 1.0 1 , 1.8 3 32.8 49 1.2 2 2.0 3 3.5 5 8.3 12 2 8.0 12 67.57.2 12 2.2 3 1.9 3 24.3 39 .8 4.0 6 1.9 3 10.9 18 5.3 8 62.3

mated time is indicated by --; less than .05 hours is indicated by .0.- 0+ indicatesless than 0.52:

loping this table, it was necessary to assume that time for each objective was allocated equally to all childrenor whom logs were maintained; .that:18 hours were allocated during one period' to' addition
and subtraction (04), that time-would have been recorded as -3 hours per child where logs weremid for 6 children, 2-1/4 hours Per child where logs were maintained for 8 children, and so on.

72



three-quarters,

to three basid Objectives: \

IGE/DMP. Each of these schools allOcated.,over

of the mathematics instructional time

writing numbers (01), addition

and word problems (12).

On the average, each

and subtractiOn Of whole' numbers (04

second grader. at SchOol'440 was scheduled

for 2.2 hours of mathematics instruction each week.

nearly one-third of the time was-allocated to

numbers in expanded notation, one-quarter

During the study,

instruction in writing

to word problems, -and one-.
-.

fifth to addition and subtraction of whole numbers. Thus three-

quarters of.the year's mathematics skill instruction was devoted to

these three basic objectives and an additiona1'10% to geometry.

The time devoted to addition and subtraction of whole numbers was

distinctly less, both in hours and in percent of time, at School 440

than at any other school.

At School 539, 3.4 hours per week of mathematics skill instruction

were scheduled, on the average, for each child. At this school, as

at School 440, three-quarters of the allocated instructional time

was scheduled for instruction in the three basic objectives but lath

a different emphasis: 42% for addition and 'Subtraction of whole

numbers, 18% for word problems, 15% for .writing numbers.

additional 13% of the instructional time was allocated to miscellaneous,

topics such as time, money, and graphs.

Non-IGE/DMP. At two of these three schools, as at the two

IGE/DMP schoOls, about three-quarters of the time was allocated to

the three basic objectives; at the third, nearly two-thirds. At



least 11%-blthe time at each of thege three SChOO1SNSs:allOcatedi

to measurement of length and capacity, `much more titeth*Ai :other.,

schools.

hours of mathematics instruction each.week.

across the basic objectives in the following manner:

and subtractiOn4 19% to word probleths, and 10%td,writing

Measurement was scheduled for 11%.

At School 906, 3.3 hours of mathethatiCs instruction was scheduled,.

on the average, for each child.eadh week. Word Oroblem6 were allOcatecl

38%;.addition and subtraction, 29%; writing numbers .11%. An additional

11% was allocated_to.mea5urement.

Second graders at School 762 were scheduled for an average of 2.1

hourS of mathematic3 instruction each week. Of thiS time, -36% was

allOcated to addition and subtraction, 17% to word problems, and 9%.

to writing numbers. Measurement. was scheduled for 14%,of the time at

this schOoland geometryfor 11%.

IGE/non-DMP, At these three schools, addition and,subtrsCtiOn,

was the only basic objective to be scheduled for a large proportiOn,

of time and the proportion was larger than in the other two types of

schools.. The miscellaneous topics such -as time, money, and graphs

were allocated fairly large proportions of time at two schools, one

of which also allocated considerable time to place valueand numeration:.

At the third school in this group, the relatively little time not

allocated to addition and subtraction was Spread amOng4oUr other.i
\

ObjectivesAnCluding the migcellaneous topics.
r .

\



At School 333, an average of 1.5 hours per week was alloCated to

mathematics instruction. The strong emphasis on additicin and subtrac'-'

tiOn is evidenced by its allocation of- 64%,,pf..:theinstrUctional time.

Foil_ other objectives were allocated.. between 57 and of the time

miscellaneous topics, 9%; multiplication, fractions,: and geOmeiy,6%H:-

each.

At School 421, an average of 2 hours was scheduled for mathematics,

instruction each week. Addition and subtraction was allocated 45%

the time; miscellaneous topics and place value, 17% each. Fractions

-were allocated 7% and measurement, 6 %.

At School 428, on the average children were scheduled for 1.7

hours of mathematics instruction each week. Addition, and subtraction

was allocated 47% of the total time; miscellaneous topics, 19%;

least 5% of the time was allocated to each three additional objectives

at this school: 5% to measurement, 7% to writing numbers; and 8% to

inequalities.

Proportion Observed-

The relationship of observed time to log allocated time is shown

in Table 6. As was stated earlier, 18 or more formal observations

were made in each second grade during the 25-week study. Since testing

occurred in six weeks during the period that teachers maintained logs

of.allocated time_for.the target students, observations were made in

most of the remaining 19 weeks.



Table 6

Relationship. of Allocated Time' and Observed Time by Objective.

Observations General Objectives

CLUSTER'

No

Total

Hours

of

Allocated

Time

Writing

,Numbers

01

Inequal-

ities

02

T 20 57.77 13 31,30 5,1

P 20 94.66 13 15,13 1,1

T 18 37.94 15 7,-- 8,12

18 47.48 12 1,1 _ 0
+
,--

P 20 59.50 21 1,-- 0+,-

21 66.27 24 10,10 7,6

20 79.74 15
o

11,10 6, --

31 96.18 22 9,5 3,--

Other place Addition

valueor and Multi- Measure-

numeration Subtraction plication Fractions ment
03 04 05 07 c,, 11

Word Appli-
Problems, cations

12 13

1,2

2,0

20,30

42,69

1,2

2,6

: 10,11

3,7

17,9

4,5

47,45 3,-- 1,0

45,47 1,-- 7,7

64,63 6,5 ,6,5

44,35 11,12 Of, -- 19,20

29,26 11,-- . 38,40

1,7 '36,49 4,1 14,4 --,3 17,13

h general objective, the proportion of allocated time is given first, followed by the proportion of observed time

7 7

5,13
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Overall, from 12% tO.247 of- the log allocated.time.was.,observed,-.

. .
.

Inmost cases,. the'relatiVeTemphasis. on: generalohjectives thetwaS
,

shown in the logs was maintained inthe observations; for

for ObjeCtive.01, little orno

these schools in which a small

and approximat

Where 10% or

01..

example

instructional time was observed in

percentage of::ttude had'beew:allOcated,

ely the same percentage of,tite waslOggedandCs_bgerved

more of the instructional time, was allocated to Objective

Nonapplied Time, Available Time, and Engaged Time

Formal observations were made during the tite period in which

mathematics instruction was scheduled in each school.

use were developed from these observations. Briefly

Data on time

the time lise

variables are as follows: nonapplied time, the portion scheduled

for but not devoted to mathematics instruction; available time

difference between scheduled observed time and nonapplied.time;

engaged time, the portion of available time that students were

observed to be attending to instructional activities.

variables are described in more detail in Chapter

As shown in-Table 7, the percentage of nonapplied time,

and of course available time, varied among schools with the

primary source of variation being School 762. Although the pair

the

Of Schools 333 and 593 seem well matched; Schools 904and 906, outliers

in.the.cluster analysis, are similar to them. Schools.428, an

outlier, and'440, one in the triplet, are alike in nonapplied

and available time.
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Table 7

Nonapplied Time, Available Time, and.Engaged Time

s a Percentage of Observed AllocateciTime, Grade2'

Nonapplied
Time Available Time ::-Engaged Time.

Total Total Range far Rangefor
SCHOOL CLUSTER Study. Periods. A..q Study' Teriods

IGE/DMP.

440
593
Mean

IGE /non -DMP

428
421
.333

Mean

T

10
4

7

91 .86-95 60 54-66
96 94-99 69 ' 63-77
93 .64

7' 93 88-100 75 . 60 -84'-

14. 86 74-91 . 46 34-69
6 94 91-99 70 49-80
9 91 64.

non-IGE/DMP

904 - 5 ' 95
906 - 4 96
762 T. 39 61
Mean i 16 84

. .

Triplet Mean 19 82
,

.Pair Mean 5 95

Grand Mean 11 89.

84-100
93-99
46 -85.

6380-.
58-73
34-59
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At both Schools 762 and 421, students were engaged in

tional activities during less than half of the observed

time. At all other schools except School 400,Giudents

during two-thirds.to three-fourths

instruc-

ere engaged

of the observed ali cated'tim .

it The pair of SchOols:593..and 333 had very similar enga
1 %,

69% and 70% respectively, with the other three schools differing

ement rates,

a few percentage points.. Again, analysis seems, appropriately

conducted on individual schools, rather than on label or cluster

groups.

The allocated. instructional hours for each child from Table 5.

and'the overall percentage of engaged time from Table 7 together

provide estimates of the time allocated to mathematics-instruction each

-week and the average engaged time for each child (Table 8): =:

At Schools 593 and 906 nearly 4 hours were allocated to mathematies

. -

instruction each-week, about.46 minutes a day. This allocation. is

highest in the study, half again'as much as at schools with the next.

highest allocation. Because theengaged rate was fairly high at these

schools, the estimated hours per week of engaged time is also highest

in the study, about two and One-half hours a week.

At. Schools 440, 428,-and.904, about 'One-and one-half hours a week

are estimated for engaged time. ,Alloeated hours were higher at Schoi1

440 but the:engagement rate at that school was low enough. that estimated

engaged time fOr that school was the same as that for schools with

20% less allodated time
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EStiMated Hours Allocated and Engaged'for Each Child Each: Week,. Grade 2

Hours Allocated per Chil

SCHOOL CLUSTER Total Stud?

Engaged.Time

Eatimated
. b

Per Week- ,% Aoursiocugc

IGE /DMP

440
593
Mean

IGE/non-DMP

428
421
333
Mean

non - IGE /DMP.

904
906
,762

Mean

Triplet Mean

Pair Mean

Grand Mean

a
From Table 5.

From Table' 7.

P-

P

60.9
93.7
77.3

46.9
54.6
41.2
47.6

49.6
91.7
59.8
67.0

55.9

67.5

62.3

2.4 60 1.5
3.7. ' 69 2.6
3.1 65 2.1

10
1.6

4))



About an hour a'week was the estimated ergaged time at Schools

and 762: Ihe effects of engegementrate are even more

draMatic for t:Li a group of: Scho6Is, with the, least time allocated'tO

- ,

mathematic0 'lliticuction at School 333 and the most time estimated

1engaged each

- -
Means of Instruction;,

Use of the three group 81i:es and three p4ary typeO Of materials'

aad incidence of-teacherand studen interactions.are_Sumtarized_in.

, Table 9. Frir none of. these instructional variables did a consistent.

:pattern emerge for Iabuil g7oup'S or for cluster groups. Average

differenceadue_to one or two extreme scores and overlapping ranges

are typic;A. of :helabel group. For example, although the aVerages

show thatiridividual work was_obSerVed for aLsMeller:Proportion of

time at LAIP DMP. schoola, the range .of ?theDMP SChoOls overlaps the. range

of th:: non-DRIP. 7.1chOola;. the two very low proportions, are from DMP

Scho-ols 440 ,and 904 while the one 'very high ProportiOn is from,non-

DMP Scbol 333. Similarly, fromthe means for the triplet-and of

schools, the cluSter analysis appears identified two sets

. .
.

of schools that. use large and small groups in distinctiy'differentdifferent

proportions; however, the proportions from outlier School 904. are

more like tboae:of Schords 428 and 762 than are the proportipna

_fotriOlet member school 440. Thus,the discussion.beloWof

c'rouping patterna', use,: of materials, and classroom

is based on overall patterns.

interactions



SCHOOL

TGE/DMP
440
::593

Mean

IGE /non -DMP

428
421
333
Mean

non- IGE /DMP

904
906
762

:Mean

Triplet Mean

Pair Mean

Ground Mean

Table 9

Instructional Pr cess Variables as a Percentage

of Ava lable Time, Grade 2

Group Sizes Materialsb -InteraCtions
b

Paper Manipu-
CLUSTER Individual Small Large Special lative Print Teacher Student

T

1

38 11 49 77 45 J0 , 25 9

65 7 28 51 5 44 9 11,
'52 9- 39 64 25 22 . 17 10

61 4 37 90 9 1 12
69 20 12 316 12 ' 0 9 -.

82 4 15 855 -.0+ 45 9 .1

71
'I ,9

21 .84 7 _15 13

i

i

57 i4 38 87 8 31 12
34 22 44 82 76 11 19 12
56 I 6 38 80'j 23 7,, 117

.49 11 40 83 36 16 15'

52 6 41 82 I 26 3 . 17 8

74 i 6 22 68 3 45 9

58 10- 33 79 I 22 17 14

%rcents may not sum to 100:due to r7nnding,

Percents reed- not sum to 100.
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Paper-and-pencil materials pre used over three-fourths of the

time in seven of the eight schools and over half.of the time at the

eighth, School 593. That school and School 333, paired in the

cluster analysis, are similar in their low rate of use of manipulatives

and high rate of use of printed materials; at'School 904 materials

were similarly used.

At Schools 440, 428, and 421 printed materials were rarely used.

At School 440, manipulatives were in use nearly half of the time but

only about 10% of the time at the other two schools.

Variability was greater in proportion of teacher interactions

than in proportion of student interaction. In addition, there was

generally a larger proportion of teacher interactions than student

interactions. At the two exceptions to the latter observation,

Schools 593 and 333, there was little difference in the percentages;

a very small difference in the two proportions also-occurred at

School 421.

Interactions were observed about 20% of the time in most schools.

At Schools 440 and 906, interactions were observed about one-third

of the time.



Time Use Grade 5

Time allocated to mathematics instruction, the amount of time teachers

intended to spend on various mathematics topics, is a gross measure of

opportunity to learn. The number of hours allocated overall. indicates

the relative importance of mathematics in the elementary' curriculum at

various schools. Broken down by objective, allocated time informs us

about the focus of instruction at various schools. However, not all o

the-time allocated to a particular curriculum area is active learning

time for the students. A portion of the allocated time is not applied

to the planned topic; during this time, students might be making the

transition from the preVious subject, participating in classroom manage-

ment activities, or working on other content. During the remaining time,

that available for instruction in the content area, all students are not

ei.ways engaged/in the instructional activities; _some may be passing-out

papers; waiting for assistance, or simply not paying attention.

In this chapter, time is first discussed as it was allocated to the .

general objectives--this data comes from teacher logs. Next, observed

allocated time is discussed as a proportion of log allocated time. Avail-

able and engaged time are then discussed as Proportions of observed allo-

cated timer Finally data are presented about variableth representing the

instructional process: use of three. grouping patterns, use of three

different types of materials, and the relative amount and origin of talk

in the classroom.

Summary tables in this chapter. are derived in part 'from data given

by Nerenz and Webb (1980b, 1980c) and Webb and Nerehz (1980a).

The tables are arranged.by label, group (IGE /DMP, IGE/non-DMP,
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and non-IGE/DMP) with cluster group indicated by T for the two schools

originally in the triplet, P for the pair of schools, and -- for the two

others.

Allocated Time

The estimated total hours of mathematics instruction for each child

and the assignment of 'those hours to the general objectives are given in

Table 10. In developing this table it was necessary to assume that

time for each objective was allocated equally to all children for whom

logs were maintained; that is, if 18 hours were allocated during one

period to Division (06), that time would have been recorded as 3 hours

per child where logs were maintained for 6 children, 2-1/4 hours per

child where logs Were maintained for 8 children, and so on.

Overall hours allocated during the 25-week study ranged from nearly

70 at School 593 to over 90 at School 440. There was no general pattern

of instruction differentiating the label groups, although the non-IGE/DMP

schools were more similar than the other two groups. The cluster groups

were similar in breadth of instruction: at Schools 440 and 428 from the

triplet, some time was allocated to all 12 general objectives; at the

pair of Schools 593 and 333 time was allocated to 7 and 8 general objec-

tives, respectively. At School 906 time was allocated to all objectives,,

and at School 905, to 10 objectives.

'''Division (06) was the only general objective to which all schools

allocated a substantial proportion of time. All schools except School 593

also allocated at least 10% of the time to Fractions Computes (08). At

School 593, a third of the,time was allocated to Decimals Computes (10),



Table 10

Grade 5 Average Allocated Hours of Mathematics Skills Instruction

per Child Over the Total Study Period, by Objective

SCHOOL

General Objective

04 05 06 07
CLUSTER Hours % Hours % Hours % Hours %

08 09
Hours % Hours %

10.

Hours

IGE/DMP

440. T 2.7 3 11.0 12 16.7 18 28.0 . 31 13.3 15 .3 0+ .5 1

593 P 3.0 4 -- 18.9 27 13.8 20 4.7 7 1.1 2 22.9 33

than 2.9 5.5 '17.8 20.9 9.0 .7 11.7

IGE/non-DMP

428 T .9 1 8.5 10 '16.7 20 17.7 22 8.5 10 2.8 3 6.5

333 P 6.4 8 13.0 15 5.6 7 17.6 , 21 3.0

Mean

non-IGE/DMP

905

.5 7,!, 14.9 11.7

.6 1 22.0 29 14.6 19 8.4 11

13.1 1.4

20.0 26 .3 0
+

4.8

2.3

906 .- 1.3 2 18.0 ?1 20. 24 12.9 15 14.5 17 4.5 5 1.5

Mean 1.0 20 r.4 10.7 17.3 2.4 1.9

Triplet mean 1.8 9.8 li 22.9 10.9 1.6 3.5

Pair mean 1.5 9.7 11.2 .6 13.0

Grand mean 1.4 11.0 16.7 14.4 13.1 1.5 6.1

Standard deviation . 1.2 8.0 2.6 2.6 5.7 1.8 8.5

NOTE: No allocated t!)4: Inc...:Rted by --; ,.au than .05 hours is indicated by .0. 0+.indicates less than 0.5%.
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Table 10 (continued)

IL CLUSTER

General Objective

T

on-DMY

GE/DMP

-

n

et mean

mean
/

mean

and deviation.

11

Hours % .

12

',Hours %

13

Hours %

14

Hours %.

15

Hours %.

TOTAL

HOURS

4.9 5 2.4 \, 3 1.8 2 3.7 4 5.6 6 90.9

7 4.9 7 69.3

2.5 1.2 .9 1.9 5.3 80.1

3.2 4 3.2 4 1.1 1 3.7 5 9.4 11 82.2

- 4.8 6 -_\ - _ 19,5 23 15.2 18 85.1

1.6 4.0 .6 \
\

11.6 12.3 83..7

-_ 3.6 5 -_ -_ 4.2 5 .9 1 76.9

6.7 8 1.6 2 1.0 1 1.5 2 1.6 2 85.2

3.4 2.6 .5 29 1.3 81.1
, \

4.1 2:8 1.5- 3.7 \\, 7.5 86.6
\

-- 2.4 9.8 \\ 10.1 77.2

2.5 2.6 .65 5.4 \''3 81.6

2.9 1.7 .76 7.1

\
5.3\ 7.6
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much more than at the other schools. Instruction at this school was focused

on objectives 06, 07, and 10 to.which 80% of the time was allocated.

three other schools, different objectives were emphasized in addition

to 06 and 08: at School 440 nearly one-third of the time was allocated

to Fractions- Concept (07) with the result that nearly half of the time

was allocated to fractions; at School 333 nearly one-fourth of the time

was allocated to geometry and another 18% to miscellaneoustopfLs; at

School 905, Multiplication (05) was the additional general objective

to which a large proportion of time was allocated, 29%. At Schools 428

and 906 the proportion of time allocated to objectives was never extremely

large.

The very small proportion of time allocated to Word Problems (12) and

Applications (13) is disappointing. These objectives comprise the aggre-

gate objective Problem Solving which, for most adults, is the primary

application for mathematics in school.

Proportion Observed

The relationship of log allocated time ai,.d observed time is shown in

Table 11. From 16 to 21 formal observations were made in each fifth

grade during the 25 -week study, representing from 13% to 16% of the allo-

cated time. In most cases, the instructional emphasis shown in the logs

was maintained in the observations; that is, large proportion of the ob-

served instruction concerned those objectives to which a large proportion

of time had, been allocated.



Table 11

Relationship of Allocated Time and Observed Time by Objective.

Observations . General Objective

Total X of
SCHOOL CLUSTER No.. Hours Alloc. Time. 04 05 '06 07 08 09 '10 11 12 13 14 15:

ICE/DMP

440 T 20 108.80 15 3,4 12,10 18,23 31,28 15,14 0+,-- 1,-- 5,3 3,5 2,2 4,7 6,4

593 20 73.92 13 4,-- --,-- 27,26 20,34 7,4 2,-- 33,29 --,-- 7,6

IGE/non-DMP

428 T 17' 79.23'. 16 1,1 10,6 20,34 22,24 10,4 3,5 8,3 4,-- 4,-- 1,-- 5,-- 11,12

333 P 16 65.09 13 --,-- 8,12 15,16 7,2 21,18 --,2 4,4 --,-- 6,5 --,-- 23,25' 18,16

non-IGE/DMP

905 - 21 70.18 15 1,-- 29,33 19,27 11,13 26;20 0+,-- 3,4 --,-- 5,3 1,7-

906 - 20 99.00 15 2,0+ 21,27y 24,17 15,21 17,10 5,3 2,5 8,11 2,3 1,3 2,1 2,0+

NOTE: For each general objective, the proportion of allocated time is given first, followed by the proportion of observed avail
able time.

92
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Nonapplied Time, Available Time, and Engaged Time

Formal observations were made during the time period in which Wathema-

. tics instruction was scheduled in each school. Data on time use were developed

from these observations. Briefly the time uSe variables are as follows:

nonapplied time, the portion scheduled for but not devoted to mathematics

instruction; available time, the difference between scheduled observed

time and nonapplied time; engaged time, the portion of available time

that students were observed to be attending to instructional activities.

(These variables are described in more detail in Chapter II.)

As shown in Table 12, the percentage of nonapplied time, and of course

available time, did not vary greatly among schools. The largest percentage

of nonapplied time was observed at the two IGE /DMP schools which were similar

to each other. The non-IGE/DMP schools also were similar. No other similari-

ties in nonapplied time occurred--label groups or cluster groups. The smallest

percentage was noted at Schor' 3, which had a consistently large percentage

of available time across inst.:- _mai periods.

Variability among schools increased for engaged time The label

group of IGE/non-DMP schools were similar to one another and had a

higher average eng4gement rate than the other label groups. The pair of

Schools 593 and 333 were similar, and had a high engagement rate. Schools

440 and 428 from the triplet had the lowest and highest engagement rates

respectively. At School 593, the engagement rate was most consistent

across instructional periods; it was sufficiently high that the

second highest percentage of oagai.!,ed time was observed there, even though

/the percentage of available timelstad Leen-1!-,west.
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Table 12

Nonapplied Time, Available Time, and Engaged Time

as a Percentage of Observed Allocated Time, Grade 2

SCHOOL CLUSTER
Nonapplied

Time

Available. Time Engaged Time

Total
study

Range for
Periods A-G

Total
Study

Range for'.
Periods A-G

IGE/DMP

440 T 92 83-99 56 49-66

593 P 10 90 - 87-96 75 70-80

Mean 9 91 66

IGE /non -DMP

428 T 5 95 77-99 78 63-85

333 P 2 98 . 96-100 ,. 74 66-82

Mean

non -IGE/DMY

905

4

4

97

96 90-99

76

72 69-80

906 6 94 89-99 64 51-74

Mean 5 95 68

Triplet mean 7 94 67

Pair mean 6 94 ,75

Grand mean- 6 94 70

Standard deviation 3 3 8

NOTE;, Available time'and engaged time are shown separately for each instructional
period in appendix Table M5LTU. Nonapplied time is broken down-by type`!

. appendix Table M5NAPT.
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/The allocated hours of instruction from Table 10 and the overall

percentage of engaged time from Table 12 together permit estimation

of the average weekly engaged time for each child (Table 13). There

was less variability among. schools in engaged time than in llocated time.

\, The IGE/DMP schools had the extremes in allocates: 'ours and the

lowest average engaged hours, only slightly below tL IGE/DMP sChools.

The IGE/non-DMP schools were average in allocated ti. .end superior to thei,

PMP:schoois in engaged hours.

Means of Instruction

The IGE Instructional Programming Model provides for the use o

variety of group sizes and of instructional materials to meet children's

Iindividual instructional needs. Developinz Mathematical Processes was

developed consistent with the IGE philosophy; in addition DMP was baseds

on the belief that children best learn and apply mathematical ideas by

(working with physical materials. Thus, all schools were expected to use

'a variety of group sizes and materials, 'with DMP schools using manipulatives

to a greater extent than non-DMP schools. Student interactions. should

,increase with increased use of small groups.

Use of.the three group sizes and the three primary types of materials

and incidence of teacher and student interactions are summarized in

Table 14, In .use of the three group sizes the two no -IGE/DMP schools
i

.,

are similar to each other and different from the oth r two label groups;'

only in use of small grou0s, however, is there no o erlap in the range of

'individual school shores. The IGE/DMP schools h a much higher rate of

teacher interactions than the other, two groups. /`The pair, Sdhools 593

9ct
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Table 13

Estimated Hours Allocated and Engaged for Each

Child Each Week, Grade 5

c. SCHOOL

1

,..

Hours allocated

\
per child Engaged time

,

Total Per week i Estimated
CLUSTER studya for 25 weeks Percentb hourd/week

IGE/DMP

440 T

593 P

Mean

IGE/non-DMP

428 T

333 P

Mean

non-IGE/DMP

9 05 -

906, -

Mean

Triplet mean

Pair mein

Grand mean,

Standard deviation

90.9 3.6

69.3 2.8

80.1 3.2

56

75 2.1

66

82.2 3.3 78

85.1 3.4 74

83.7 3.4 76

76.9 3.1 72

85.2 3.4 64

81.1 3.3 68

86.6 3.5 67

77.2 3.1 75

81.6 3.3 70

7.6. .3 8

a -

From Table 10.

b
-..FrOm Table 12:

2.0

2.1

2.6

, 2.5

2.,6

, .. .
,- .

,
...

:

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.3

2.3

2.3

.2

4 .

4 9t)'



Table 14

Instructional Process Variables as a Percentage of Available Time

Paper &
CLUSTER Individual Small Large.: Pencil Manipulitives Print Teacher Student

T

-DMP

T

P.

'DMP

-

mean

n,-

66 5 30 - 89 10

38 0 62 .89 0

52 3 46 '85 5

51

-

3 46 90 4

99 1 0 98 0

75 2 23 94

80 10 11 87 2.

75 16 9 96 12

78 13 10 92 7

59 4 38 90

69 1 . 31 89 0 43 16

an 68.17 5.83 2633 90.00 4.67 44,50 13.00 8.17

deviation 21.66- 6.11 24.09 6.48 10.64 2.48

s may,not sum to 100 due to rounding.

s need not-sum to 100.



and 333 were 'alike in their nonuse of manipulatives. Overall, there

is no pattern of instruction that can be attributed to labels or to the

cluster groups.

As noted above, at both non-IGE/DMP schools small groups were ob-

served more than at other, schools. At Schools 440 and 906', both DMP

schools, manipulativeS were used more than at other schoOls: Even

80

these schools, small groups and manipulatives Were used less than expected.

Individual work was dominant in all schools-except School 593; at

School 333 it was essentially the only instructional group. These

schools were also the extremes in use of large gronps, with School 593

using large groups 62% of the ,time and School 333 never using large groups.

Paper and pencil materials were in use nearly constantly in all

manipulativess as noted above, were used little if

use school :Showed the greatest variability inUse of- print materials,

ranging from less than 10% of the time at-School 440 .to -neSrlY.7.0%4t

School 905.

At School 593, teacher interactions were observed nearly-One-third

of the time, more than the total interactions observed at

school. School 333 was quietest, with interactions Observed only

of the time. There was greater variability in the proportion of

interactions than student.

teacher



VI.

Achievement Results-

\
All general objectives and aggregate objectives were identified

in Table 2. Those represented in the achievement monitoring tests are

listed in Table 15,along with the number of items contributing to

the score for each general objective and aggregate. Scores are reported

as proportions o'f actual number of correct responses to posSible

number of correct responses.' For aggregate objectives scores are
\

weighted averages of the scores for cantributing objectives. For
\ .

example, the score for 16, Plade Value and Numeration, is the sUmaf

.8 of the score for Writing Numbers (01) and ..2'of'the score for:.

Inequalities (02). For 20, Problem Solving,- the score is the sum

of .6 of the score for Word Problems.(12) and .4 of the score for

Applications (13).

Grade 2

Results are shown in Table 16 which includes, for each objective,

scores at times 1 and 8 and residual gain score. Mean scores are reported

for label groups, for cluster groups and for all schools combined.

Information about test resultS at all eight test times is provided by

Ws.bb,and-Nerenz'(1980b).

Atoth test times 1 and 8, average Scores for Writing Numbers (01)

.

forMeasurement _(11) WereAligh; averages for Word'Problems -(12). were,

\consistently low. Onlilor:Writing NunberS was. the aVerage above .59;
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Table 15

Number of Items Contributing to Achievement. Scores

for the IGE/DMP Comparative Study

Number of Items

`General Objective Grade 2 Grade 5

01 Wilting Numbers
02, Inequalities

16 Place Value and Nutheration

04 Addition/Subtraction
05 Multiplication
06 Division

17 Operations (Whole Numbers)

07 Fractions Concept.
08 Fractions Computes

16

4 _

20

'20 4

12
8

20 24.

8

18 Fractiohs 8

N
09 Decimal Concept 4

10 Decimal Computes
'.\\\

12

19 Decimal Fractions
Ns,

N 16

11 Meadurement 4 'N..

N.

12
8

20

12 Word'Problems. .12

13. Applications 0

'20 20



Table 16

Achievement Results for the Grade 2 Schools,

I

iCHOOL

Objective 01

CLUSTER 1 8

:GE /DMP

440 T .49 .78

593 P .58 :87

Mean .54 .83

GE/non-DMP

428 T .48 .71

421
. .49 .71

333 P .62 .77

Mean .53 .73

on-ILE/0MP

904

906

762

Mean

tiplet mean

air mean

rand mean

:andard deviation

.51 .73

.62 .84

T .45 .60

.53 .72

.47 .70

.60 .82-

..53 .75 .

Objective 02 Objective 16

Change dual 1 8 Change

Resi-

dual 1 8

+.29 +.07 .24 .57 +.33 -.06 .44 .74

+.29' +.07 .40 .84 +.44 +.14 .54 .86

+.29 .32 -.70 +.38 :49 .80

),,+.23 +.01 .31 .60 +.29 -.06'6.45' .69

+.22 -.00 .43 .78 +.35 +.06 .48 .72

+.15 -.07 .36 .79 +.43 +.10. .57 .77.

+.20 .37 '.72 +.35 .50 .73

+.22 -.00 .41 .72 +.31 +.01 .49 .73

+:22 +.00 .27 .73' +.46 +.08 .55 .82

+.15 -.07 .41 .44 +.03 -.27 .44 .57

+.19 .36 .63- +.27 .49 .71

+.23 .32 .54 +.22 .44 .67

.+.22 .38 .82 +.44 .56 :82

+.22 .35 .68 +.33 .50 .74

..07 .08 .07 '.14 . .05

Resi-
Change dual

+.30 +.07

+.32 +.07

+.31

+.24 +.01

+.28 +.00

+.20 -.06

+.23 /'

+.24

+.27

+.13

+.22

+.23

+.16

+.24

-.00

+.01

-.10

Objective 04/17'

1 8 Change

Resi-

dual

.32 .44 +.12 -.08

.40 .78 +.38 . +.14

,.36 .61 +.25

.32 .46 +.14- 7.06

.35 .53' +.18 -A4

.43 .61 +.18 -.08

.37 .53 +..16

,31 .54 '+.23 +.04

.37' .63 .+.26 +.03

.24 .44 +.20 +.04

.31 .54 +.23

.29 .45 .k16

Objective 07/18

Resi-
1 8 Change dual,

.34 .54 +.20. +.02.

.51 .56 4..05 -.00

.42 .55 +.13

.41! .41 .00 -.13 .

.59 .67 +.08

.52 :53 +.01 -.04

.51 .54 +.03

..30 .60 +.30

-.38 :59 +.21

. .38 .43 +.05

.35 .54 ±..19

.38 -46 +.08

.42 .70 +.28 .52 .54 4..02

.34 255 +.21 -44.3 .54

.09

102
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Table 16 (continued)

SCHOOL CLUSTER

Objective 11 Objective 12 Objective 13

1 8 Change

Resi-
dual 1 8 Change

Resi-
dual 1 8

.

Change
Resi-
dual

IbE/DMP.

440 T .56 ,57 +.01 -.16 .26 .48 +.22 +.13 :36 .46 ,+.101. -.00. .30

593
,..

P ,56 .75 +.19 +.09 .46 .71 +:25 +.05 .28. .62 +.34 . +.23. .39

L Mean .56 .66 , +.10 .36 .60 +.24 .32 .54 +.22 : . .35'

_

IGE/non-DMP

.428
-, ,

T :88 .97 +.09 +.15 .31 .43 +.12 +.00 .28 .40 . +.12 +.01 .30

421 .25 .88 +.53 +.23 .33 .48 +.15 +.02 .46 .65 +.19 +.10 .38

,,.. 333 P .70 .83 +.13 +.06 .34 .49 +.15 +.01 .43 .44 +.01' , -.08 .38

Mean .

non-IGE/DMP

.904

.906

-

-

.61

.11

.38

.89

.80

.32

+.28

+.69

-.06

+.19

-.37

. 33

.28

.32

.47

.33 .

.47

+.. 14 .

+.05

+.15

-.05

f.02

.39

.44'.

..36:

.50

:54

.30

+.11

+.10

7.06

: '+.01

. -.16

.35

.34,

.34

762 T 28 ..53 +.25 -1.13 .33 .28 .r..05 -.18 :22 .24 +.O2 -.10 .29

Mean .26 .55 +.29 .31 .36 +.05 .34 .36 +.02 .32

Triplet mean .57 .69 +.12 .30 .40 +.10 .29 ..37 .+.08 .30

..,.

Pair mean

brand mean _

.63

.47

.79

.71

+.16

+.24

.40

.33

.60

.46

+.20.

+.13

.36

.35

.53,

.46

+.17

+.11

.39

.34

Standard deviation -.26 .22 .06 :13 09 14 04

Objective 20

44.!
8 Change dual:,

.

-

.47 +.17 + 10
. ._

.67 +.28 ..%,.4.404

.42 +12, +.05';',

.55 +.15 . '+:601

.47. +.09. -.--.06

.48 +.13 ..

.41 +.07 ' --.05..i.

.40 +.06 :: =.*

.26 -.03 - ...

.36 +.04

.38 +.08

.57 +.19

.46 +.22

:12
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at test time 8. The smallest average gain, .09, was on Fractions

(07);. the largest, .33, on Inequalities.

In general, there was little variance for scores at test time 1

and greater variance at test time 8; variance did_not change for

objectives 01 and 07: On Objective 11, Measurement, schools differed

greatly at test time 1 and only slightly:less at, test tune 8.

Scores for the pair of schools were consistently higher than 'the

,average and higher than scores for the triplet of schools. The triplet

averaged below the mean except on objective 11, Measurement. The three

non -IGE schools usually scored.lowest of the label groups while the

two groups of IGE schools alternately had the highest average.

In three schools--593, 421, and 904--residual gains were more

positive than negative. School 593 residuals were consistently positive
;

with a very-large residual.for Applications (13),indicated as very

effective mathematics instructional program. School 421 had.only one

negative residual '-.04 for Addition/Subtraction (04):and a large.

positive residual for Measurement (11), School 904 also had only one

negative residual,. -.05 for Word Problems:(12) and also a largepositive.

residual for Measurement. Schools 440', 428; and 331 lad of positive;

and negative residuals, more negative than positive.

had a mix bUt the large negative reSidualfor

a bad overall record. School 762 had only oneposiO.Ve residua

for Addition1Suhtraction suggesting that mathematics instruction

school.is-inafective,
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Grade 5

Results are shown in Table 17 which includes, for each objective,

scores at times 1 and 8 and residual gain'score. Mean scores are re-

_ported for label groups,' for cluster'groups, and for all schools 'fined.'.

Although only two of the schools in the triplet participate at Grade 5,.

Schools 440 and 428, the T detignation is still usecyResults for all

eight test times are provided by Webb and Nere .z7(1980b).

The most striking finding is the sl t but consistent decline 'on

Addition/Subtraction (04); only Sch of 428 had a higher average at time 8

than at time 1. At both times 1 and 8, scores were. highest for this

objective. Scores were.high atboth times 1 and 8 for Multiplication (05).

By time 8 the average score was above .50 for four additional objectives:.

Division (06), Fraction Concepts'(07), Decimal Fraction CoMputing

and Word Problems (12). For the other three objectiVes--Fractions

Computing (08), Decimal_Concept (09), and Applications (13)- -the average

scores were low at time .1 and did not increase to a high level by time 8;

however, the average gain for Fractions Computing (08) of .15 was greater

than most.

-There was generally little variance in scores at either time 1 or

time 8 and, as a result, little change in variance between test times

for most objectives. Variance decreased.for Multiplication (05) and

Division (06).and increased for Decimal Computing (10). At Grade 2,

increased variance at time 8 had been typical.

Average scores for the pair of tchools, from which only two schools.'

participated, were higher than the average and hi\iher than scores for

:the-pair, except for Fractions Concept (07).
I



Table 17

Achievement Results for Grade 5 Schools

Objective 04 Objective 05 Objective 06

Resi- Resi-
SCHOOLS CLUSTER 1 8 Change dual 1 8 Change dual 1 8 Change

IGE/DHP

440 T .83 .74 -.09 -.06 .62 .63 +.01 -.12 .31 .48 +.17
593 1.00 .96 -.04 +.02 .71 .86 +.15 +.11 .37 .82 +.45
Mean .92 .85 -.07 .66 .74 +.08 .34 .65 +.31

[GE /non -DMP

428 T .78 .81 +.03 +.05 .58 .76 +.18 +.02 .36 .54 +.18
333 P .92 .88 -.04 .+.00 .79 .73 -.06 -.02 .60 .64 +.04
Mean

ton-IGE/DMP

905 -

.85

.89

.84

.85

-.01

-.04 -.00

.68

.39

.74

.76

+.06

+.37 +.02

.48 .59

.11 .52

+.11

+.41
906 .86 .82 -.04 -.00 .65 .74 +.09 -.01' .36 .60 +.24,

Mean .88 .84 -.04 .52 .75 +.23 .24 .56 +.32

tipletimean .81 .78 -.03 .60 '..70 +.10 .34 .51 +.17

air mean .96 .92 -.04 .75 .80 +.05 .49..73 +.24

rand mean .88 .84 -.04 .62 .75 +.13 .. .35 .60 +.25

tandard deviation .08 .07 .14 .07 .16 .12

107

Objective 17 Objectiyo 07

Resi-

dual 1 8 Change

Reei-

dual 1 8

-.11 .55 .60 +.05 -.11 .50 .76

+.21 .66 .86 +.20 +.12 .40 .58

---
.61 .73 +.12 .45 .67

-.06 .54 .70 +.16 -.01 .31 .55

-.04 .75 .73 -.02 -.03 .40 .60

.64 .72 +.08 .36 .38

-.01 .38 .70 +.32 +.04 .28 .48

-.00 .59 .71 +.12 -.00 .70 .85

.49 .71 +.22 .49 .66

.55 .65' +.20 .41. .66

.71 .80 +.09 ,.40 .59

.58 .72 '+.14 .43 .64

Rest-

Change dual

+.26 4.06/

+.18 -.01

+.22.1 /

+.24 +.02

+.20 -.01.

+.22
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Table 17 (continued)

r. I

;CRUCL CLUSTER

:ObjeCtive 08 Objective 18 Objective 09 ObjeCtiite 10 ';` Objective 19

1 8 Chanie dual 8 Change dual 1 8 Change
Real.- ... , ' Resi-
dual=-1-1 '8 , Change, dual-'

4 Res17
Change. dial- 4,,,

IGE/DMP

440

593

Mean

GE/non-Dle

428
-

333

Mean

on-ICE/Die

'965
906

Mean
."

riplet
--.
mean

air mean

rand mean

tandat,i1 deviation

T

P

-_

.18 .40

.22 .29

.20 34 ,-
.

.11,-4.33

.19 .23

.15 .28

.11 4.26

.32 .51

.22 .38

.15 .37

.21 , .26

.19 .34

10

+.22

+.07

+.14
,

+.22

+.04

+.13

+.15

+.19

+.16

+.22

4.05

+.15

+.07

-.08'

+.06

-.11

-.01

+.06

.37

.33

35

.23

.32

.28

.21

.55

.38

.30

.33

.34

.62

.46

.54

.46

.45

.46

.39

.71

.55

.54

.46

.52

+.25

+.13

+.19

+.23

+.13,

+.18

+.18

+.16

+.17

+.24

+.13

+.18

+.07 .23

-.05

'7:::f!306 4*:;4423

+ 5

-.05 r. 33

.29

of .11-

-.00 .28

.20

.24

.35

.26

.09

.42

.23

.39

.31

.26

.36

.31

.33

.41

.35 ,

.08'

+.19

+.07

+.12

-.02

+.06

+.02

+.15

+.08

+.11

+.11

+.08

+.09

+.09

+.02

-.11
-.00

.

+.00

4-.00

4

, ---

.28 .43.. , +.15,

.54 .84 +.30

-.41, .64 +.23

-.44 .59- ,+.15

..47 .47 '+.00;
' .46 .53 +:074

4, .31,,.42-;+.11/
4 '.23 .54/ . +.31

4.27 .48 +.21

.."36 .51. +.15'

- .51 .66 +.15

':38 .55 +.17

.12 .16

77'

-.03'4

+.15

-.03.

.

-.07
+.12

.27' .43 ,,4+.16-C

.50:4 .74 +.247:?+:

.39 ":59 +220''

.39'4 .50

-.42' .4k4,',+.06

4

+. 2
.24 ":66 1:. 6- +'.

r,

.25 .44 4 +.

.33 .47, '+.1
, 4 ,

.47'.60 '4:15 << it

.35 0
4

1-4.15
.-4-

.11 .13

ij



Table 17 (continued),

bbjective12 Objective 13 ObjeMtive 20

%.SCEOOL...

nonICE/DMP

905

906

Mean

Triplet mean.

CLUSTER r,

Res i-
.Change dual, 1

Resi- Reai
Change dual 1 8 . Change

IGE/DMP'

593

Mean

/SE/non-DHP

.39

.50

.44

;51 '. +.12 +.05, .17 .23 +.06 .-,02 .28 .39 +.11 +.03

.55 +.05 .00`- .23 .26 +:03 -.02 .37 .41 +.04

.53 +.09 .20 .24 : +.04 .33 .40, +.07

-428 T .28 ..38 +.10 +.01 .20 .27 +.07 +.01 .24

333 P .48 .54 +.06 +411. .23 .27 +.04 -.01' .36

Mean .38 .46 +.08 .22 .27 +.05 .30

. !Pair mean
, .

Giand' mean

.43 .42. -.01 -.07 .07 .17 +.10 . -.0j_

.58 .63 +.05 +.02 .15 .31 +.16 +.07

.50 .52 +.02 .11 .24 +.13

.34 .45 +.11 ..19 .25 +.06

.55 +.06 .23 .27 +.04'

.51 +.07 .18 .25 +.07

.09 .06Standard deviation

-A

.33 +.09

.41 +.05

.37 +.07

.25 .30 +.05 -.

. 37 .47 , +.10 +;03

. 31 .39 +.08

.26 7.10

. 37, .41 +.04

. 31 .39 +.08

. 06 .06
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Average scores for the pair of schools were higher than'the overall

averages and, higher than scores for, the triplet' except for Fractions

ConceOt (07).:andHits aggregate (18). The triplet, averaged below the'.

:.Lgrand mean on all,ohjectiVes except Applications (13). At Grade 2,

the pair of schoolshad Consistently averaged above the grand mean

above the average for the triplet.

The.IGE/DMP sChools:had the highest average on'six of the nine

general objectives and three of the four aggregate objectives. On

Multiplication (05) and Fraction Computing (08), the hon-IGE/DMF Schools
,

averaged highest on Applications (13) . DifferencesaMOng "the' three

group..' , schools were small except for Decimal Computing (10) and

aggregate At Grade 2, the non-IGE sChools had had the lowest

averages; School 762, whichdid nOt:participate in the Grade 5 study,

was thelov scoring member of that Grade 2 label group.

Only School6 593 and 906 hadAnore positive than negative residual

mean gain scores 'overall. The Grade 2 results for Schoo1.593.were,.

consistently positive, while School 906_had predominantly negatiVe

results. At SChool 493 instruction was particularly effective for

the general objectives contributing to aggregates for.Operations (17)

and.DeciMal-FractionS (19).. Schools 333-and 905:had the'most

consistently negative residuals Instruction at School 333,,which

had Only twovery small positive residuals appears particularly



VII

-Predictive Results'

n this chapter. results for each of the four aggregate objectives

in mathematics are diacussed in relation 'to time and means of instruc

'tion: The emphasis is on identifYing instructional- paiterns'that are

particularly effective in raising children's achieveMent.:

GRADE 2

On Objective:16 Place Value and Numeration, studenta,in'SchOols

440, 59.3, and 906 Made abOve average achievement. gains (Table 18).'

Students: were obeervedto be engaged more hours at these three school's,

than at the other five. HoUrs engaged reflects the emphasis on, this ob-
.

jective at SChooi 440, Where over one-third of the'MathemLtics Instructional'

time was allocated.to place value4nd 'numeration. Although only half as

much of the mathematics time was, allocated, to this objective at Schools

'593,..and 906, the high emphasis on mathematics at these-schools indicated

by theestimated hours of mathematics instruction each weeki,;reS4ted in a

-large number of hours of instruction on this objective As a,group,', these,

three schodls showed no-distinctivepattern,OfinstrUction.

Although addition, subtradtion,fand'multipliCation-Were included

instruction in Objective 17, Operations, only addition'and subtaction were

,
tested and very little was allocated to multiplication' any of-the 'schools-

: csee Table 5). At most schools,' addition and subtractionof-whOle'numbers'

s the primary focus of the second-grade mathematics cUrriculum;'only at

91



Table' 18%

Data. Summary, for 01,jective 16, ?lice Value and NumeratiOn, Grade 2,

SCHOOL

:Engaged
Demog= Use of Use of Est. Hours
raphy DMP IPM hrs/wk alloc. allow Hrs. Indio "Smell

Materials -Int\eractions "; 'Achievement

Pop. Manip.` -,Print -Stud:\ Tchr. 8 ,,,Ch. Residj

IGE/DMP

440

593

9.00 52.75 2.4 163.4

10.00 39.00 3.7 121.6

IGE/non-DMP

428 0.00 71.75 1.9 42.7
421 5 0.00 80.00 2.2 3.3
333 6 0.00 58.00 1.6 12.5

non- IGE /DMP

904

906

762

2 9.00 46.00 2.0 48.6
5 8.40a -- 3.7 93.0
1 10.00 77.00 2.4 , 91.1

3.63 5.1 2.5 72.0

Standard 2.07.'deviation 4.78 55.1

a
Average of scores for DMP use at -5 other DMP schools.

.
34 13.33 71 8.58 1.86 '8.31..'
16 10.59 77 9.90 .66..3.15 5.39;

1
15 6.03 84 4.501 12 2.54 6.71

1 1.84 40 3.87 .00 .68 4.04
4. 2.53 90 2.62 00 ..18 2.13

16 5.70 32 4.85 18 5.87. 9.91
17 17.70 72 7.09 6.9 11.25 19.19

12 6.25 58 8.91 .00 1.87 10 13

14.4 8.01 68 6.29 1.15 4.23

9.9 5.49 16.8 2.68 2.21 3.91 5.54

' 7.89 -.00 , .71 4.80 -.:44 -74 +.30,
.00 8.25 1.41 .91 -, .54 ..86:,+.32,!+.07.)

'

`.18 .45 '.69

.00 .00 :16-k .10 , .48 .72 +.24;
\

. .00\ 2.33 .38 .73 .57 s.77 '+.20

.00 7.93 .60 1.80 .49 .73 +.24"
19.67 " 5.66 3.16 4.81 '.55 82 +.271' +.01

'.29 - .00 .78 .36 .44. '5\7.+.13

3.50 3.03 .95 1.71, .50 .74

7.08 3.68 .97 1.98 ,.05 .09



S,chools440 and 906 was less than4OZNof
NN
the mathematiCs.instruCtional

time alfocated to operations. Initial scores wereebove average at

School 593 as well'as at Schoole.421, 333, and 906 (Table 19). At

Schools 593 and 906 achievement' gains were above aVerage; at Schools 421

below. At S-4Ools 421 and 333, students worked individually

over 80%. of the time., Individual work occurred a smaller proportion,

of the ObServej time At Schools 593 and 906 where large groups were more
NN

frequently' observed. At:School 906, eictensiVeuse of small groups was

also Observeth Paper- and - pencil materials, worksheets, were in use about'

half the time at Schools 593 and 521 and nearly 90% of the time at

Scheols. 333-and-906; bOth SchoolS 591 and 906 used additional materials=-

primarily printed-materials at SchOol 593 and entirely-manipulatives.at,

School 906--for nearly the same amount of_ time worksheets were in use.

In addition, there were more interactions'--at Schools 593 and.906.

Instruction in fraction'conceptS were observed at only six of, the

eiez schools; at none of these schools was the,number of hours,large.-

Oily a small proportion the:Allocated time was schedUled'for Objective

18, Fractions., Thesedata are insufficient for detailed disuCssion.'

however, that the two schools in which students made substantial

SchoOls-440 and 904, were the two -in which'ManipUletiVes'were'in

use for,a,large proportion of the available tide:,(Table,20):

Only.in the five D1413 schools wars 'a substantial proportion of time

formally allocated to Objective 20, Problem Solving, and only'in those

schools were instruction: in problem solving observed The achieveMent

gains at SchOOls 428, 42Ii,,Snd333i0Uggest that problem solving is an
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Table 19

Summary for Objective 17 Operations, Grade 2

SCHOOL Ora.

IGS/DHP:

= 440

593

ICE/non-DM?

428

421..

'333

nOn-/GE/DMP

'762

97.2

312.3

206.1

202.5

130.8

158.3

295.4

Mean 230.5

Standard deviation 165.7

X .7ra. X Indiv. Small Lg. Pop, Manip. Print Stud." Tchr.

20 11.44 66 6.24 2.16 9.05 13.60 7.64 .00 1.23 3.74 .32

42 46.50 71 41.47 6.09 17.59 34.96 4.23 21.00 7.89 6.07 .40

50 13.93 82 12.91 .70 3.21 14.81 2.14 .00 ,1.32 1.53 .32

45 13.09 59 17.91 1.95 1.86. 11.11 2.73' .00 1.96-- .29 ':35

68 30.05 74 36.35 2.09 .2.29 33.80 .11 15.73 3.87 2.07

44 17.56 76 21.13 .16 Y.81 21.59 :6.83 1.16 .31

29 13.08 64 6.55 4.79, 9.22 18.03 16.69 ..00 ' .:47..72: 2.59. .17

40 31.44 65 34.84 1:22 11.34 44.65 9.05 .24

42.3 21.14 69.6 22.18 2.52 7.07 24.32 5.32 5.42. 2.76 TAO' .34

14.2 12.59 7.5 13.82 1.98 5.71 12.45 5.63 8.40 2.31 1.80 .06

8 Ch. Reii

.44 +.12 5-

.78 +.38 4::1

.46 +.14''"

.53 +.18

+.18

0

+:23;

.63 +.26

- .44 7;+.20-

.55 +.21

.12
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Table 20'

Data Summary for Objective 18, Fractions, Grade.-2

Allocated Engaged Grouping Materials Interactions Achievement -,

SCHOOL Hrs. X Hrs. X Inaiv. Small Lg. Pop. Manip: Print 'Stud. Tchr, 1 8 Reel

IOE/DHP

.- 440
593

;IGE/non-DMP

4 2 8 .

421

333

non-IGE/DMP

904 0.0 0

58.0 11

99.5 14

5.8 1

12.6 2

2.7 1

32.6 7

14.0 5

762

Mean (6 schools) 27.41 4.83
-------.

Standard deviation 36.99 5.19

Mean (8 schools) 27.87- 5.00 .43' .54 +.11

Standard devation 36.60 5.02 .10 --- .09

.87 79 .75 ,06 .29 1.10 .87 .00 .06 .29 .34 .54 +.20 . +.0
3.53 65 4.92 .25 .29 4.83 .07 5.00 .06 .00 .51 .56 +.05

.41 .41. +.00
1.48 45 1.52 1.30 .44 2.26 .38 .00 .18 1.23 .59 .67 +.08
2.26 77 1.19 .00 1.75 1.13 .00 2.93 .00 1.23 .52 .53 +.01

6.17 77 5.39 .32 2.33 3.39 3.91 .00 .56 1.00 .30 .60 +.30 ;'"+.
.38 .59 +.21

.2.36 66 .15 .00 3.44 3.35 .50 .00 .00 .96 .38 .43 +.05'

2.78 68.17 1.45 .32 1.42 2.68 .96 1.12. .14 .79 .44 .56 +.12
,,,

1.89 12.84 1.79 .50 1.31 1.46 '1.48 2.15 .21 .52 .12 .08
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Table 21

Data Summary for Objective 20, Problem Solving, Grade 2-

.SCHOOL

Allocated Engaged Grouping Materials'. Interactions' Achieyeients

Hts. X Hrs. % Indiv. : Small Lg. Pop. Manip. Print: Stud Tche, iesid `7
..

4401 121.3 25 6.22 64 2.98 2.01 4.65 8.05 4.89 .00 1.10 2.16 ;10: ;47 "4:7.

`593 149.1 20 7.89 77 5.18 .00 5.12 3.14 .00 7.38 .58 2.00 39 .67 +.28

7Ri;TOE/non-Me

28 7.4 .30 :1:42 +'.12 +'.05

4 1 12.7 +.17 +:00%Ti

00.0 . 38 1 ;;::47:'.=+:09:.

non.AGE/DMP

62.3 20 13.00 80 1.40 .17 14.65 15.10 .00 5.01 .93 3.19 .34 41. +.07'

-906:- 228.2 42 22.57 66 13.37 5.97 14.66 27.84 27.01 2.83 5.03 7.84 .34 .40 +.06

.:.762 121.1 17 8.31 68 5.64 .00 6.53 11.50 3.32 ,41 1.27 2.48 .29 .26 -.03 -.08

Mean (6 schodls) 136.4 24.8 11.60 71 5.71 1.63 9.12 13.13 7.04 3.13 1.78 3.53 .33 .44 '+.11

Standard deviation 60.29 10.03 6.63 7.07 4.61 2c57 5.10 9..33 11.36 3.12 1.83 2.45 .04 .15

Mean (8 Schools) 87.76 16.3 .34 .46 +.12

Hiandard deviation 81.21 14.06 .04 12

119
r.



:integral part of instruction on other matheMatiCs of objectives (Table 21);,:.
4.

Achievement gains.were lOw.for all three nOnIGEADMP schools;,particuiarly'.

so in School. 906 where over 50% of the mathematics instructional time was

allocated to problem solving.- The instructional pattern-in this school

was not different from the effective patterns at Schools.440 and 593, It

seems possible that both allocations and observations did not include a

clear distinction between.. the operations of addition and subtraction and

the application of those skills in problem solVing...

GRADES

At Schools 440 and 333, where achievement on Objective 17, Operations,

changed very little from time 1 to time 8, tfie oyerall,rate:of materials,

use was much lower than at other schools (Table 22). At Grade 5, the

identification of particularly effective instructional patterns is very

difficult. For example, at Sdhool 905 instruction in operations was very

successful; the achievement gain was more than doUble the average gain and

was sufficient to bring time 8 score very close to the average. At

School 906', the instructional pattern observed was'nearly identical to

that observed at Schoo12,905;howeyer, at SchOol 906, the,achievement gain

was slightly less:than average

As at Grade 2but less dramatically the use'of manipulatives seems

enhance achievement. on 'Objective 18, Fractions,(Table.23). The only

other apParent'effect.is-of'relitiVe emphasis:on fractions in the overall

mathematids.curriCulOves indicated by proportion of allocated time

.. ,

Only at School 593 was instruction in Objective 19, Decimal Fractions,

a major portion of the fifth grade mathematics curriduluM (Table 24).



Table 22

Data Summary for Objective 17, Operations, Grade 5

.Demog- Use of Use of Est.

Allocated Engaged

SCHOOL raphy DMP IPM hrs/wk Mrs': Z Hts, Z

IGE /DMP

440 2 9.00 52.75 3.6 245,1. 33 23.22 63

593 6 10.00 39.00 2.8 174.9 32 15..66 90

IGEinon-DMP

4280' 2 .00 71.75 3.3 156.7 32 24.47 79

333 00 58 00 3.4 116.0 .23 12.74 73

non-IGE/DMP

905 2 4.00 17.00 3.1 232.0 49 31.94 79

906 5 8.40a -- '. 3.4 314.6. 46 .28.65 70'

Standard

deviation

5.11

4.45

3.3 206.55 36 22.78 76

. -

-.28 71.41 9.79 7.39 9.24

Grouping Mateiials ':Interactions ,

Indiv. Small Lg. Pop. Manip. Print, StUd. Tchr. 1

28.73 2.29. 5.84 12.62 2.67 2.50 1.32' 4.57 .55

12.09 .00 '5.29, 16;19 .00 -'10.14 1-4 3710 .66

19 1.42 11:20 28.53 1.55 9.86. 2,64 -.54

47:.44 00 .00 17.21 00 ' .95 15 .17 .75

,

31.11 3.58 4.74 36.32 '1.21...'26.55 2.99 2.63 .38

31.57 6.99 2.45 38.82 2.43 26.57 4.46 2.61 .59''

23.25 2.38 4.92 24.95 1.31 12.76 2.13 2.45 .58

8.26 2,64 3.76' 11.16 1.15 11.32 1.54 1.47 .12

Achievemente,

8 Ch. &Ad.'

.60 +.05 -.11%,

.86 +.20+.12.::.

-.70'A48 =.01

.73 -.02 --.03
,

.70 +.32 4.04

.71 +.12 :..01

.72 +.14

%08

aAverage of scores for DMP use at 5 other DMP schools.



Table 23

Data Sumary for Objective 18, Fractions, Grade 5

SCHOOL

. _

Allocated '.Engaged Grouping _ Materials Interactions Achievements

Hra. % Hrs. 1 Indiv. Small Lg. Pop. Heap: Print Stud. Tchr. 1 8 Ch". Reid

IGE/DMP

440 349.4 47 24.68 58 24.23 1.27 17.30 37.50 '2.74 3.84 1.80 9.13 .37 .62 +.25 ,+.07
593 147.8 27 20.65 80 5.02 .00 20.77 21.25 .00 12.21 3.04 10.49 .33 .46 +.13 -:05 "

IGE/non -DR

-7.

,428 156.9 32' 19.30 89 , 7.84 .70 13.16 18.86 .70 11.30 2.31 3.84 .23 .46 +.23 +.04
333 139.3 27 3.98 77 12.31 .65 .00 12.21 .00 6.29 .94 .37 .32 .45 +.13 -.05

non -IGE/DMP

I -905 170.6 36 14.81 66 18.57 2.72 1.00 "18.55 .40 15.02 1.88 :1.14 .21 .39,; +.18 -.01
906 219:5 32 19.56 66 22.11 3.80 3.92 28.95 .00 16.69 2.19 2.67 .55 .71 -F.16 7'.00 ,"

197.3 34 18.16 73 15.01 1.52 9.36 22.89 .64 10.89 2.03 4.61 .34 .52 -F.18

Standard deviation 79.73 7.45 5.10 11.34 7.83 1.45. 8.89 8.97 1.07 4.97 .69 4.23 .12 .12

123



SCHOOL

IGE/DMP

440 6.7 1

593 191.5 35 15.26 79

Data Summary for Objective 19, Decimal Fractions,.Grada

Allocated Engaged.:
-literaCtiontiT'

Hrs. X Hrs. X Indiv, .Small Lg. Pop. Hanip. Print Stud.

:27 .43

+.12

'IGE/non-DMP

428

333

non-IGE/DMP

905

906

Mean (5 schools),

Standard deviation

Mean (6 schools)

Standard deViation

55.4 it

17.8 3

15.0 3

47.6

,11.39 88 7.11 .18 5.72 10.76 .40 7.75 1.97 2.64 .50' +.11 -.03

3.51 81 4 09 .00 Cu. 4.09 .00 .77 .29 10 .44 .45 +.01 -.12'

1.94 76 1.82" 11 .61. 1.78 .00 1.41 .10 .55 , .38 +.12 -.05
4.30 64 . 5.36 .50 .89 6.41 .93' 2.63.. .79 .50 +.26 +.09

65.5 12 7.24 78 5.32 .16 3.69 7.05 .27 5.39 .96 1.8 .37 .51 +.14

72.67 13.39 5.78 8.79 2.51 .21 4.80 4.39 .41 5.72 .83 2.09 .11 .14

55.7 10
.35 .50 +.15

69.28 12.76
.11 .13
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Achievement gains were very large at thiwSchool:and at School 906 'although

'achievement levels at the two scheOls,were verTdifferent.

At.no school was instruction in ObjectiVe 10i.:Problem Solving,'a sig-

nificant portion of the mathematics. instructional as shown by

percentage of allocEited time (Table 25). ,At all schools, AchieVement
-

gains were small from an initial level thatwas-UniformlylOW. tnsituc

tional patterns were very similar at'the three schools where probleisolving

instruction was observed.



Table 25

Data Summary for Objective 20, Problem Solving

SCHOOL

,Allocated Engaged . GrO-Iping. -Interactions. 7' AchieVemenis

Hrs. % , Hrs. Indiv. Small Lg Pop. Manip Print StUd.''Tchr. 8 Rilaid

IGE/DMP

440

,..593

34.1

0.0

4.06 65 4.67 .06 1.50 5.90 3.05 .12

IGE/non-DMP

428

333

nonLiGE/DMP

905

Mean (3 schools)

Standard deviation

Rein:(6 schools)

Standard deviation

22.3
.25 .30 +.05

20.6 3 4.77 62 3.35 1.16 .27 4.77 .00 2.55 .49 .20 .37 .47 +.10

27.8 5 3.24 70 3.77 .41 ,.59 4.60 .00 2.47' .29 .47 .34 .42 +.09

6.80 1.53 .72 10.79 .78 .65 .80 1.39 .00 .62 .19 .05 .04

22.0 4
.31 .39 +.08

11.79 2.19
.06 .06



The data presented in this repoiv'arefrom-one. of five stUdieS con-

ducted as a part of Phase IV f the IGE Evaluation Study. The four pri-

mary purposes of the Phase IV Evaluation Project (p. 8) reflect on our

attempt to describe in considerable detail the actual operating character-

istics of a sample of schools that were using the curriculum materials

designed to be compatible with. IGE. This comparative Study was designed

to provide information related to the fourth.purpose,". which was for the

mathematics program Developing Mathematical Processes (DMP), to contrast

two situations.

--IGE schools using .the program with_non-IGE;schools.,using the
. -

program

--IGE-schools using the prograWwith-.IGE schools using, alternate

programs

Theitontrast was made on the variables Of pupil outcomes,-instructional

and means of instruction. 'Framthis contrase;' we expected,to-be

able.2"to answer three specific questions.

. 'What'are the effects on'mathematics'instruction of-Using the

DMP mathematics program inan IGE.and a non-IGE school environ-

ment?

2.- What are. ,the efleCts ori2mathematicsAnSiTuCtion'.OEuSing.DMP
, .

an&using.otheiMathematics programs, A.nthe:IGEschobi:

environment?
;
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3. What are the relationships between the variables Presented in the

Phase IV model? (See. Figure 2)

General Findings
f

Before we attempt to snmmarize the findings with respect to the

specific questions above, an overall picture of.matheMaticsinstruction,.

both at Grade 2 and Grade 5 in this sample of schools is warranted. The':

data presented in the previous chapters in some sense desdribe 14. quite

different instructional settings (eight schools, secondgrade at alleight

and fifth grade at six of them). It appears that each Of.the14 learning ,

environments is unique. The deMography.of the'sdhool, the way in which it

is organized, the degree of impleMentation of varigua-components'ofIGE,-

the way in which time is used in classrooms,the way in Whith instruction

is actually carried but,.and th&.level of achievement on different objec-

tives present an :interesting descriptive picture about each learning en-

vironment. However, there is little.common from situation to situation.

For example, using the background variables, we were able toform clusters

of schools. The first was a pair of schools--both IGE schools, one using

DMP, one not; and a non-IGE school using DMP. Also there were three iso-

lated cases. This clustering showed moderate relationship dependent upon

self-report data about, implementation of multiaged units; however, it did

not include the operational use of the instructional programming model

within those units. When we looked at how time was actually allocated

and spent on various objectives In mathematics and the way in which

instruction-mas carried out, the'Clusters'did notdemonatrate a consistent,

pattern related to instruction. Thus,, the first conclusion; of the-study,
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is that there is no obvious pattern by whiCh the different learning,environ-

ments-at each grade level cawbe appropriately grouped, .one Cannot,confi-

dently argue that.any two'classrooms (or units) operated Inthe same, way.

In spite of this first conclusion, some statements can be Made.abOut

mathematics instruction At second grade, althO4ghhere ie:COnsiderable

variation in amount of allocated. time to'different O6jectives, it is

clear that work on the operations of addition andlaUbiradtiOnCOmprises

the largest percentage of alldcated time in seven of, the eight classrOOMS....

The remaining time is distributed somewhat uneven1Toverthe Other:general

objectives. Instruction tends to be either carried _out at an individual

leve. or at a large group level. Print materials ara4medoMiriently Odd,

There are relatively few interactions in aliclasses.

Siniilarly:for Grade the em is on operations and fractiOns

with little consistent-instruction 7on-any-other-oblectives.- Instruction-7

is predominently individual. Print materials are most often used, re-

gardless of setting or instructional objective.
. .

At both grades, if time is reasonably.allocate0o:objectives then

students' performance does improve. AlSo, if little time is. allocated

to instruction (such as fractions at second:grade),

in achievement: is shown.

then little change

SpecificFindings

Research Question 1. What are the effects on mathematics instruction

of using the DMP mathematics program in an IGE setting and a non-IGE,school

setting?

3
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Whether a school calleitself IGE ornoeis not an important variable;

the label difference is not a good-,...indicatorof operating differences in

the schools. The instructional prograMMinemodel is the,key here. It is

what good teachers follow anyway. This study ia-pot a good test of use of

the instructional, programming model.

Research Question 2. What are the effects on mathematics'instiuction

of using DMP and using other mathematics programs in the IGE school

vironment?

At Grade 2, the non-DMP uaers did not allocate time to solving word

problems. This objective is emphasized in DMP. The differences in prOblem-

solVing performancebetween,DMP and non -DMP groups clearly favors theuse

of DMP. .Similar differences at Grade 5 ware.not found since little.tiMe'

was allocated toproblem solving in any clasp, A. second unanticipated

_

-finding-was-that there was no pattern of differences favoringthe non.;-DMP

users on the operations of addition and subtraction. Since:DMP.r.does not

emphasize_mastery of addition and sUbtractiOn untilthebeginning of third,.

grade, the activities At:Grade 2 are designed

underlying ideas for 'h\ose skills. Thus, the

to develop. the conceptual''

.

amountOfellOcated time

for addition and subtracti n should have been.leearaW'sdhOols,

performance,.in turn, should, fave been lower.

and

Neither was the case, DMP,

users seem to have modified the so that the time allocated to

computation,maaLsiMilar.tOL_thatielle ated_byLnon7DMPusers For .:all.

.schools, we believe an inordinant athoun of-time is spent_On addition AnU'

subtraction skills at Grade:2,-With'not en ughtlme allocated to other

important parts of mathematics. Thue, our sec.nd, conclusion is that the

13.2



differences between DMP users' and DMP non-users are not as'striking as

expected. In this study,,we are not in the position-to examine how and

.why teachers modified the program to fit the traditional, pattern of in

struction; this seems to be the pattern which hatiLemerged at both second,

and fifth grade.

Research Question 3. 'What are the relationships between the variables

presented in the model for the. evaluation?

The overall realtionship as proposed,in the model cannot be statis7

tically examined in the study., Many of the variables are highly correlated.

and the sample of schools is very small. It:was hoped that an overall

.pattern could be seen with respect to the variables; this is not the Case:

However, there are some hints of relationships that warrant attention in

'later studies.

First, aloWer limit for allocated time is needed to increase achieve-

ment in any areas, but tfierelationship of allOcated-thieto performance

is not linear. For example; at Grade 2 the variability

to Computation is not related to'achievement-since All spend a lot of

time In fact, some schools, Areprobably spending i-oo,much:time for the

relative payoff.

Second, individualized instruction with children working 'independently\

on wOrksheets is detrimental. For example, in SChool 333-at Grade-5;

Where this is the only way in which instruction IS car led out;,the

approach produces:low achievement.

Third,-for some of the objectives (fractions;A?4ce.

in time allocated

_tion for example),...the' Use'of manipulative,materiale=as,
- .

structionAe very effective:for:iMptoyinj,achievement.',,
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Fourth, interactions of children with other children or with teachers

are needed: Again, in Grade 5 at School-333, there are almost no interz

actions and the children's performance is disappointing.

Limitations

Before concluding this chapter, let me remind the reader of.three

basic limitations of this study. First, these data come from a small

sample of schools: No claim can be made that they are representative

either of DMP users or of IGE schools. Second, the variables examined in

this study are the variables of interest in the IGE model. The data asso-
.

ciated with these variables are highly correlSted. For example allocated,

time is highly correlated with engaged time. Analysis on small sets

related data could not be done with meaning and has

the relationships discussed above must be considered

not been attempted;

suspect.. ,Third,

there are four different sets of data on these Classrooms The baCkground .

data were provided by teachersand administrators.from.SelfrePort ques-

tionnres; these data provide information abouti_schoplyide

The class log data was provided by teachers

group of children in their classrooms.

were often on different sets of students

patterns.

on how:time was spent for one

Observations n those classrooms

as regrouping took. place. Finally,

the achievement data came from all students; it provides information about

that total population. These two data sets provide.diffeient'estimates

_
class variables. The aPpropriateness of the,s0UrOes-forpredictingHwhat

the grdup is like has not been demonstrated.
-

t-

1
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Conclusions

On reflection, it is now clear that selecting schools because they

call themselves "IGE schools" or "DMP users" is not adequate for testing

either the use of the instructional programming model, the key leature of

IGE, or the use of the particular instructional materials, Developing

Mathematical Processes. For both, a school's use of the label is no

guarantee that the ideas associated with-either the instructional program-
.

ming model or DMP are being followed. In fact, what seems to'be the case

is that the underlying conceptual ideas which guided the developers of

IGE or DMP are not clearly reflected in the way.in:which instruction is

carried out. This conclusion may be an artifact of the sample chosen or

it may be more,peryasive. In fact, it may be unreasonable to expect

people to change as much as was expected in an IGE/DMP setting. For,

example, the teacher using DMP materials without using the manipulatives

or small groups and passing out only worksheets is hardly using:the::

program. Or, an IGE school in which teachers do not regroup student

periodically according to need does not provide a goodtest of the in

structional programming model.

It should be apparent that we have not reported all Of:the data

-gathered in:this-study. It woulUhave.been better to-gaW*1,r:lessAata

, 1

from Moreschools. Whatwe have.is an extensive description of 14 dif-

ferent learning environments not one of N4hichrefleCts in-a clear :way.:

the ideas.Underlying:IGE:ntAW. In `fact, he "strongest Claim that-Cen-,.

be made-ls that:each class. haSAts Owncbaracteristida. "This :diversity

4
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is not a function of the type,of commuhity of the way in which instruc=.

n

tion is carried out,,of whether a school calls itself IGE, or whether they

use a particular mathematics'program.

What can be said in Conclusion is-that one needs to spend a minimum;'

amount of time on an objective to produce achieveMenC; there needs to be'.

some teacher /pupil interaction; 'instruction best proceeds from the con -

cretecrete to the abe tract; and timp,should.be allocated .to solving word

problems.
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